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One of the main objectives of the Copenhagen Polis Centre is to build 
up an inventory of every single archaic and classical settlement which is 
explicitly called polis in contemporary sources. The main purpose of 
this investigation is to find out what the Greeks thought a polis was, and 
to compare that with what modern historians think a polis is.2 The con
cept of polis found in the sources and in modern historiography ought, 
of course, to be the same. But that is far from always the case. Let me 
adduce just two examples. The orthodoxy is that the small Boiotian 
town Mykalessos was not a polis', it was rather a kome. This is indeed 
the term used by Strabo, whose classification is cited in, for example, 
RE s.v. Mykalessos, and again in the Princeton Encyclopedia of Classi
cal Sites.3 What is passed over in silence in both these articles and in 
most other studies of the history of Boiotia is that Mykalessos is called a 
polis by Thucydides, not just once, but three times in a passage where he 
uses polis both in the urban and in the political sense of the word.4 Simi
larly, it is commonly believed that a klerouchy was not a polis.5 Never
theless the Athenian klerouchies are repeatedly classified as being po
leis both in literary texts and in inscriptions.6

Scores of other examples could be adduced but it would serve no pur
pose to list them here. In such cases the modem historian’s reaction has 
normally been to admit that these settlements may well be called poleis 
in our sources, but then to imply or to state explicitly that they were not 
poleis in the true sense.7 The curious result of such a policy is the view 
that our sources often apply the term polis to a settlement that, according 
to modern orthodoxy, was not a polis. We are faced with a polis that was 
not a polis.

The contradiction has its root in the fact that modern historians who 
write about ancient Greece like to use the term polis synonymously with 
the term city-state.8 But city-state is a modern historical term which 
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seems to have been coined in the mid 19th century and first applied to 
the Roman republican concept of civ it as? from where it was rapidly 
transferred not only to studies of the Greek polis10 but also to investiga
tions of Italian city-states from ca. 1100 onwards,11 of medieval German 
Reichsstädte, of Sumerian. Phoenician and Etruscan cities and of other 
city-state cultures as well.12 Thus modern historical discussions of the 
concept of the city-state combine characteristics borrowed from many 
different cultures13 and therefore the concept of city-state is not neces
sarily coextensive with the concept of polis. Mykalessos may well have 
been a polis in the eyes of the Greeks, although it is not a city-state in the 
eyes of a modern historian.

In order to avoid paradoxical statements of the type that a certain set
tlement though called a polis was not a polis I suggest that the two terms 
polis and city-state should be kept apart and not used indiscriminately. 
The term polis should be restricted to the Greeks’ own understanding of 
what a polis was, whereas the term city-state should be used only when 
we discuss modern historical analyses of ancient Greek society.

Consequently, instead of saying that Mykalessos, though called a po
lis, was not a polis in the true sense, the historian ought to say that My
kalessos, though apparently a polis in the age of Thucydides, was not a 
city-state. In this form the statement makes sense. Whether it is histori
cally true is a different matter. Whenever the city-state is discussed, in
dependence or autonomia are singled out as the most important defining 
characteristics.14 But a great number of communities called polis in our 
sources were not independent and did not enjoy autonomia.'5 Thus My
kalessos was a dependency of Tanagra;16 the Greeks thought it was a po
lis but according to modern orthodoxy its lack of independence or auto
nomia indicates that it was not a city-state.

If we establish and acknowledge a distinction between the ancient con
cept of polis and the modern historical concept of city-state it follows 
that we can conduct two different investigations of ancient Greek soci
ety which may lead to different conclusions: if we study the city-state 
and apply the modern historians’ understanding of what a city-state is, 
we get one picture of archaic and classical Hellas. If we go through the 
written sources and list all settlements that are actually called poleis in 
contemporary texts we investigate the ancient Greeks’ understanding of 
their own settlement pattern and get a different picture.

It would be wrong to say that one of the two pictures is the right one 
and that the other is misleading; rather, the two pictures are complemen- 
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tary. It is always legitimate to contrast a culture’s perception of itself 
with an outsider’s more detached perception of the same culture.
At the Copenhagen Polis Centre we want to know how the Greeks per

ceived their own settlement pattern and therefore our investigation 
must be based, first of all, on a careful examination of the terminology 
used and the site-classifications found in our sources. In this type of 
study it is necessary to describe and define the ancient concept of the 
polis before we begin to compare it with the modern concept of the 
city-state.

So what do we do? In all literary and epigraphical sources of the ar
chaic and classical periods we collect every attestation of the term polis 
in order to conduct two different investigations.

One of our tasks is to examine how the term polis is used whenever 
we meet it. Our sources tell us, for example, that a polis waged war, or 
made peace, or entered into an alliance, or struck coins, or passed a law, 
or a sentence, or founded a colony, or defrayed expenses, or repaired the 
walls, and we hear about the territory of a polis, or its roads and water 
supply, or its altars, or its protecting divinity.17

The other task is to examine every single attestation of the term polis 
referring to a named polis such as Korinth, or Melos, or Megalopolis.

In the first investigation we must analyse all the passages we have 
listed, no matter whether they concern a named polis or refer to a polis 
or the polis in general; and for this investigation a specific law passed by 
the polis Dreros is just as valuable a source as is a general reference in 
Aristotle that it is the polis which is responsible for passing laws.18 Con
ducting the second investigation we must, of course, restrict ourselves to 
the attestations which contain an explicit reference to a named polis and 
ignore all the passages referring to the polis in general.

These two different investigations relate to a very simple, but very 
important distinction, acknowledged in linguistics and philosophy and 
applied in that branch of logic which is devoted to the definition and 
classification of concepts.

The meaning of a term is one thing; that which is denoted by a term 
because it has a certain meaning is another. In linguistics this distinction 
is sometimes referred to as the distinction between connotation and de
notation; in modern logic the two terms used are the intension of a term 
(that is its meaning) and the extension of a term (that is the totality of 
objects to which the term refers).

Example: the connotation (or meaning) of the term “state” is some
thing like “a geographically delimited segment of human society united 
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by common obedience to a single sovereign”,19 but the term “state” de
notes any existing state, such as Greece, Denmark, Russia or Australia.

The intension of the term state is the sum total of all the proprieties 
that must be possessed by a community in order to be called a state; the 
extension of the term state is constituted by the total number of existing 
states.20

If we concentrate on the connotation or intension of a term we can de
termine its meaning by listing the essential characteristics which the 
term connotes, and then afterwards establish a list of the objects which 
fulfill the requirements of our definition.

If we concentrate on the denotation or extension of a term we shall do 
it the other way round: we begin by enumerating all the denotata, i.e. all 
objects to which the term is applied. Next, we look for the essential 
characteristics which these objects have in common, and finally we es
tablish the meaning of the term by assembling the common characteris
tics we have found in order to build up a picture of the concept behind 
the term.

After this digression I will return to my topic and ask the question: 
what is a polish Let me subdivide the main question into three questions: 
do we want to examine the term itself? or the concept behind the term? 
or the objects denoted by the term?

The term. An analysis of the term is principally a linguistic investiga
tion and in a study of ancient Greek history it is relevant only in so far it 
can shed light on the meaning and uses of the term. By studying the ety
mology of the word polis, for example, we learn that it is related to Old 
Indian pur, Lithuanian pills and Latvian pils and that these three words 
originally meant stronghold.21 Consequently the original meaning of po
lis must have been stronghold, and in this sense it may perhaps have 
been used about the fortified sites in Crete in the 10th century B.C. at, 
for example, Dreros and Anavlochos etc.22

The concept. A historian studies a term not for its own sake but in or
der to grasp the concept behind the term, to determine its essence, to 
find all the essential characteristics that go with it and transform these 
criteria into a description or even a definition of the concept. In doing all 
this the historian is faced with the problem that he has to apply modern 
terms and concepts in his description both of the ancient societies them
selves and of the concepts used by the ancients themselves to describe 
them. Sometimes the historian prefers in his analysis to use modern 
terms, such as “state” or “settlement” or “town” or “village”; but some
times the historian takes over an ancient term found in the sources and 
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uses it in transliterated form. As pointed out above, polis is precisely 
such a term and accordingly we cannot conduct our investigation of the 
term polis before we have decided whether we want to study the ancient 
concept of polis as found in our sources or the modern concept of polis 
as we meet it in the 19th and 20th century accounts of the history of an
cient Greece, where the word polis is frequently used synonymously 
with the modern term city-state.

The objects. The third type of investigation is to focus on the denota
ta and analyse the communities or settlements referred to by the word 
polis. Such a study is not necessarily bound up with a study of the term 
itself to the same extent as is an investigation of the concept. It is a com
monplace, but nevertheless true, that language is the medium in which 
concepts are expressed and words are the principal traces which ancient 
concepts have left behind for the modern historian to study. Symbols ex
pressed in painting or sculpture or architecture etc. are important acces
sories, but to conduct an investigation of an ancient concept without fo
cusing first on the words used to express it would be a nonsense.

On the other hand, the objects to which a term refers leave many oth
er traces than the term itself. If we focus on the objects rather than on the 
concept, an examination of the terms used about the objects may be re
legated to the background and that is in fact what has happened in recent 
studies of ancient Greek society. Inspired by the growing number of ar
chaeological surveys of the Greek landscape the focus of interest has 
shifted from the written to the archaeological sources, and from the 
towns to the countryside. The result has been a rapidly increasing num
ber of what can be called settlement pattern studies. Here the historian 
starts with the settlement pattern of a landscape, so far as it can be ascer
tained for macro-periods (archaic, classical, Hellenistic, Roman, late 
Roman), then the investigation is focused on the actual pattern of the so
cial, economic and political structure of the landscape and its settle
ments, and only then does the historian start looking at the names given 
to the various types of settlement and the terms used to describe them.23 
In such an investigation it does not matter very much how the Greeks 
classified the different types of settlement, and what they themselves 
thought of their settlement pattern comes second to the study of the set
tlement pattern itself.24

Prominent examples of such an approach are John Fossey’s studies of 
Boiotia, Lokris and Phokis. Or the Cherry-Davies-Mantzourani investi
gation of northern Keos. Or Carter’s studies of Metapontion.25 And a 
survey for the general reader, covering the whole of Hellas, is given by 
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Robin Osborne in his Classical Landscape With Figures (London 1987). 
In this study the settlements under discussion are called either “cities” or 
“towns” or “villages” ( 11 ). A discussion of the Greek terminology as ap
plied to each individual settlement is eschewed. Admittedly, Osborne 
states in his preface that he will use the English term “city” synony
mously with the Greek term “polis” in its political sense (ibid.). Never
theless, he sometimes uses the term village about a settlement that, in a 
contemporary source, is unquestionably called a polis in the political 
sense.26 Such inconsistencies, however, do not necessarily subtract from 
the value of his book, since the Greek terminology and the Greeks’ 
understanding of their own environment are issues intentionally left out 
of consideration in this type of study.27

Although such investigations are extremely valuable in their own right 
they are not designed to answer the question: what is a polis? This is 
nevertheless still an important question although to some extent it seems 
to have become a neglected one. That is why we have set up the Copen
hagen Polis Centre with the explicit aim of answering that question or at 
least to shed light on some important aspects of it.

First we collect all attestations of the term polis in archaic and classi
cal sources in order to analyse and list how the term is used in every sin
gle case, i.e. that a polis wages war, or strikes coins, or passes a law, or 
has its walls repaired, or sets up a cult for a protecting divinity, etc.

After this first investigation which focuses on the intension of the 
term we move to the extension and try to build up an inventory of all at
tested poleis.

In our collection of all attestations of the term polis we now discard 
all the instances of the word polis being used in a general way without 
reference to any named polis, and in our second investigation we focus 
exclusively on attestations of the term polis being linked to a named lo
cality such as Korinth, or Megalopolis, or Thasos, or Kyrene. Next, for 
every single locality that is called polis in a contemporary source we 
then attempt to have 45 other questions answered; cf. the specimen of 
the centre’s data-base questionnaire: see Appendix IV on pages 55-62.

We start from the term itself as found in the written sources, but many 
of the entries can only be filled by adducing archaeological evidence. 
Did the polis in question possess an agora or a bouleuterion or a pryta- 
neion? Do we know about victors in one of the Panhellenic games com
ing from this particular polis? Did it have a mint? Was its urban centre 
protected by a circuit of walls? Do we know about citizenship decrees 
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passed by the polis'! Was the name of the polis used in personal names 
after the patronymic as a kind of city-ethnic, e.g. Korinthios or The- 
baios, or is a citizen of this polis designated by e.g. a demotic instead of 
a city-ethnic? The 45 questions we ask have, of course, been generated 
by the first investigation in which we examined the various proprieties 
and activities typically connected with the concept of polis. When, for 
example, we ask for a bouleuterion it is because we know from our 
sources that a boule and its bouleuterion were a characteristic of a polis 
but not to be found in a deme or in a kome.28

Every attested polis is included in our inventory and classified as a 
polis type A. Next we collect information about locations which are not 
actually called polis in any contemporary source, but are known for a 
number of the activities we examined in our first investigation; for ex
ample, the community in question may have had an agora or a bouleu
terion or a prytaneion\ its citizens may have been known as victors in 
the Panhellenic games; or it possessed a mint. Its urban centre may have 
been protected by a circuit of walls, and a citizenship decree passed by 
the assembly may be preserved or referred to in a literary source.

If such a community shared a number of proprieties with the commu
nities actually called polis, the presumption is that it was in fact consid
ered a polis by the Greeks, and that it is only because of the fragmentary 
state of our sources that it is not attested directly as a polis in a contem
porary inscription or piece of literature. If the community is called polis 
in Hellenistic or Roman sources, e.g. in Diodoros or Strabo or Pausan
ias, it is noted, especially if the reference is “retrospective”.29 All such 
communities are now added to our inventory, but classified as poleis 
type B and C. We choose between B and C according to how certain or 
uncertain we are that it is only due to lack of sources that the community 
in question is not actually recorded as a polis in archaic and classical 
sources.

Thus, our principal criterion for inclusion and classification is the re
quirement that a locality is called a polis in at least one contemporary 
source, that is in archaic and classical sources down to the death of Al
exander the Great in 323. By adopting this method we are faced with a 
number of methodological problems: (a) to what extent was polis a 
loaded term and consequently subject to manipulation? (b) to what ex
tent are our sources consistent in their terminology? (c) to what extent 
did the word polis denote the same concept in the 7th and again in the 
4th century? (d) to what extent will the mass of Athenian evidence result 
in an inventory of poleis which reflects the idea of a polis in classical
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Athens but obscures the complexity of the concept as used in the rest of 
the Greek world? (e) to what extent is our investigation thwarted by the 
fact that the word polis is used not just in one sense but has four differ
ent meanings?

(a)
To what extent was polis a loaded term? Did it matter to the ancient 
Greeks if they lived in a polis rather than in some other form of commu
nity? Was it something they took pride in? According to our sources it 
certainly was, and I shall adduce some passages to substantiate the 
point.

1. During the council of war before the battle of Salamis the Korin- 
thian general Adeimantos tried to silence Themistokles by saying that he 
had no right to speak as long as he had no patris and was apolis. Now, 
Themistokles did not reply: “it is irrelevant whether or not we have a pa
tris and a polis', what matters is that we have 200 ships.” No, his answer 
was that Athens had an even better claim than Korinth to be labelled po
lis and ge (here echoing patris) as long as the Athenians had 200 ships.30 
This exchange of words is undoubtedly anecdotal, but it shows that Her- 
odotos and his contemporary readers (or listeners) took the concept of 
the polis very seriously. It is worth noting that, a century and a half later, 
Lykourgos made the same point: by leaving Athens the Athenians had 
not left their polis but just moved it to Salamis.31

2. When Kyros had conquered the Ionian cities their representatives 
met at the Panionion to discuss whether they should put up with being 
Persian subjects or consider the alternatives. But, according to Herodo- 
tos, already before the Persian conquest the philosopher Thales had ad
vised the Ionians to set up a common bouleuterion at Teos, and his pro
posal was concluded with the remark that the other poleis would be in
habited as before, but would change their status and become like 
demes.32 The plan came to nothing, but the political status of a commu
nity - to be a polis or just to be a deme - was obviously a matter of con
siderable consequence.

3. The same idea is expressed by Isokrates in the Panathenaikos 
where he claims that the Spartans treated their perioikic communities so 
that in name they were poleis but in reality they had less self-govern
ment than demes.33 Once again, it was desirable to be a polis, and there
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fore Isokrates comments on the universally accepted view that perioikic 
communities, a second rate sort of communities, were poleis.

4. Similarly, Thucydides tells us that when, in 431, many Athenians 
had to evacuate their houses and sanctuaries in the countryside and 
move into Athens they felt it “as if they were leaving their polis". What 
Thucydides wants to emphasize is the feelings an ordinary Athenian had 
towards his home, but the comparison he has chosen reveals the strong 
feelings a citizen must have possessed towards his polis.34

5. According to Thucydides the so-called synoikism of Attika in the 
age of Theseus consisted in the reduction of a number of poleis to local 
communities without a bouleuterion and a prytaneion.35 Thucydides is 
emphatic in pointing out not just that all the other Attic communities lost 
their political institutions, but that one polis only was created by the re
form.

6. In Xenophon’s Memorabilia polis is singled out as one of the es
sential human concepts that are worth discussing and need a definition.36

7. Aristotle describes man as a politikon zoon and asserts that a person 
who is apolis is either subhuman or superhuman.37 Other forms of com
munity, such as the oikia or the kome, or the ethnos, are not as developed 
and valuable as the polis which is the perfect form of human society 
(1252a 1-6, 1252b27-31 ). The ideal life which man is made for is the life 
of a citizen (Pol. 1288a38). Ho politikos bios is described as the life of a 
citizen who participates in the running of the political institutions of his 
polis (Pol. 1283b42-84a3). Similarly persons who do not participate in 
the polis, such as women, foreigners and slaves, are essentially second- 
rate. They live in the polis but they are not members of the polis (Pol. 
1275a7-8, 1326a 18-20). In his political philosophy Aristotle establishes 
a hierarchy within the human race, and only those who live in poleis and 
are members of a polis, typically adult male Hellenes, are capable of ful
filling man’s purpose in life ( 1327b 18-33).

8. Most Greeks believed that history of man had been a progress from 
bestiality to humanity and civilization, and in many accounts the forma
tion of poleis was a decisive step towards civilization.38

To conclude; the concept of the polis mattered to the Greeks. They did 
not just live in poleis, they found it important to live in poleis rather than 
in some other form of political community. They were highly conscious 
about this, and that is one reason why the Greeks’ use of the term polis 
is so important and well worth studying.

On the other hand, if living in a polis was something worth fighting 
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for, polis must have been a loaded term. Thus there is a risk that the use 
of the term was subject to manipulation and that the classification of a 
settlement as polis should not be taken at face value, but scrutinized as 
to when and by whom the classification was made. If this is the case it 
will affect our investigation of the concept and - more seriously - it may 
spoil the value of building up an inventory of all attested poleis. Let me 
illustrate this problem by a short digression about the modern concepts 
of democracy and state.

The meaning (or intension) of the term democracy is e.g. “a political 
system in which the whole people make the basic decisions on important 
matters of public policy”,39 whereas the reference (or extension) of the 
term comprises all democratically governed states.40 But nowadays de
mocracy has become a hurrah word and - apart from China, Iran, Nige
ria and a few others - every nation claims to be a democracy. So an in
ventory including every state called a democracy will comprise more 
than one hundred states many of which do not fulfill the criteria in
cluded in the definition suggested above. To study the concept of de
mocracy on the basis of a list of states called democracies would be 
grossly misleading.41

The meaning (or intension) of the term state is e.g. “a geographically 
delimited segment of human society united by common obedience to a 
single sovereign”; the corresponding reference (or extension) of the 
term comprises all states. Like democracy the word state is a loaded 
term, and it really matters to a people whether or not their country is rec
ognized as a state, but, unlike democracy, there is very little disagree
ment about which countries to include in or exclude from a list of all 
states. There is no disagreement about the state-hood of the 185 mem
bers of the United Nations42 plus Switzerland, and today the principal 
problems concern e.g. the former Jugoslavian republics of Bosnia and 
Macedonia and some other politically sore regions. Thus, a study of the 
extension of the term state and of the essential characteristics shared by 
all states will be a very valuable contribution to our understanding of the 
concept of state in our times.

Let us return to the term polis. Was it - like democracy - a hurrah 
word? or was it - like state - a loaded term, but not one which became a 
slogan to such an extent that it was constantly disputed whether or not a 
country was a state? Admittedly, the council of war before the battle of 
Salamis provides us with one such example: it testifies to a disagree
ment between the Korinthian and the Athenian generals as to whether 
Athens was a polis or not. There may have been other similar cases. 
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Suppose, for example, that the inhabitants of a small town insisted on 
being recognized as a polis but were dominated by a strong neighbour
ing town whose inhabitants would deny that the small dependent town 
was a polis. Let me adduce some possible instances to illustrate the 
problem.

In the classical period the small fortified town Aigosthena in northern 
Megaris was a dependency of the polis Megara, and in a Megarian de
cree of ca. 300 B.C. it is classified as a kome. But it is apparently re
ferred to as a polis by Skylax, writing in the first half of the 4th cent.43 
Furthermore, in ca. 240 it became a member of the Boiotian federation 
and in a decree passed ca. 200 Aigosthena is explicitly called a polis.44 
We may reject the classification found in Skylax and hold that, in ca. 
240 B.C., Aigosthena changed its status from being a kome in Megaris 
into being a member state of the Boiotian federation, i.e. a polis. But we 
cannot rule out the possibility that the Aigosthenitai had always claimed 
that they lived in a polis whereas the Megarians would only grant them 
the status of being a kome.

A somewhat similar problem may lie behind some of the entries in the 
Athenian Tribute Lists and in the list of Allies appended to the so-called 
Charter of the Second Athenian Naval Confederacy.45 Let me adduce 
just one example: among the members of the Second Naval Confedera
cy is recorded ZaxuvØiæv ô bfjpog ô ev NfjAXcoi.46 A comparison with 
the literary sources indicate that the demos in question was a rebellious 
faction of exiled democrats who had established themselves in a strong
hold called Arkadia, probably to be identified with Nellos. Both Xeno
phon (Hell. 6.2.2-3) and Diodoros (15.45.4) contrast the exiled demo
crats with ol ex Ttjg JiôÀEtDg ZöxtjvBlol, indicating that the position 
held by the exiled democrats was not a polis. But the exiles in Nellos are 
included in the list of allied poleis appended to the decree proposed and 
carried by Aristoteles of Marathon. Now, from the use of the term polis 
in the heading of the list of allies we cannot infer that all the commu
nities subsumed were actually poleis in the sense of being political com
munities of citizens. Nevertheless we cannot preclude the possibility 
that the Athenians and the exiled democrats themselves would claim 
that the stronghold on Zakynthos was a polis.4,1

On the other hand, it is worth noting that the exchange of words 
between Themistokles and Adeimantos is the only unquestionable ex
ample of a community whose status as a polis is claimed by one person 
but denied by another. Admittedly, there are more possible examples 
like the two I have cited, but, on the whole, there is a remarkable agree- 
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ment in our sources about whether or not a community was a polis. The 
perioikic communities in Lakedaimon, for example, are unanimously 
referred to as being poleis One suspects that the Spartans might have 
tried to deny them the status of polis, especially after the King’s Peace of 
386 B.C.,49 but among the sources that classify the perioikic commu
nities as poleis is Xenophon who had no axe to grind with the Spartans 
and, in my opinion, his use of the term guarantees that the Greeks were 
unanimous in their classification of the perioikic communities as depen
dent poleis, i.e. as poleis without autonomia.

To conclude: in our sources there is a remarkable agreement and very 
little disagreement about which communities were poleis, and the infer
ence is that, like the word state but unlike the word democracy, the word 
polis did not become a slogan and its application to named communities 
seems only very occasionally to have been a bone of contention. Admit
tedly, there were no “international criteria” - like e.g. membership of the 
UN - by which it was formally decided whether a given political com
munity was a polis or not. Yet, the rules for participation in the Panhel- 
lenic festivals, principally the Olympic Games, may have served as a 
yardstick not too far removed from some modern international agree
ments about statehood. A competitor had to be “the legitimate son of 
free Greek Parents” and “officially registered on the citizen roster of his 
native city”.50 I suspect that far from all poleis had rosters of citizens, 
but our sources show that every victor was proclaimed as a citizen of a 
named polis as well as in his own right. Thus, in cases of doubt the hel- 
lanodikai must have made a decision about the polis status of the com
munity with which a competitor claimed to be affiliated.

(b)
Next, are the sources consistent in the way they use the term polis! 
Many historians are sceptical, and as an example I will quote Peter 
Rhodes’ reaction to the way the Copenhagen Polis Centre has con
structed its inventory of poleis'. “I suspect we shall find that the Greeks 
themselves were not wholly consistent in their use of the word. They did 
not have the advantages of being able to use Liddell and Scott or Ibycus; 
and I ought to add here that they could not benefit from the researches of 
the Copenhagen Polis Centre: that is, they were often not as tidy and 
systematic in their use of their language as a tidy and systematic scholar 
would wish, and the principle that any political entity which a Greek is 
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known to have called a polis must have been a polis may not be a useful 
principle on which to base our research.”51

This apparently cautious approach may land modern historians in a 
different pitfall: whenever a site-classification found in the sources 
does not fit their understanding of what a polis ought to be, they are in
clined to dismiss the source as untrustworthy. Let me quote the judi
cious comment stated by Edmond Lévy: “Les modernes savent - ou 
croient savoir - mieux que les Anciens ce qu’est une cité, ce qui leur 
permet de reprocher à Hérodote d’appeler indûment telle localité une 
polis, d’affirmer que telle polis n’ést pas une vraie polis ou de traduire 
à l’occasion, quand le texte grec ne correspond pas oux conceptions 
modernes, polis par “petite cité”, “bourgade” ou établissement”.52 Like 
Lévy I have always suspected that the ancient Greeks were more con
sistent in their use of the term polis than many modern historians be
lieve - they were as consistent, I think, as modern Europeans are in 
their use of e.g. the term “state”, see supra page 16. No great diction
ary or computer concordance is required to use a term with reasonable 
precision. Most educated persons may not know all the problems con
cerning how to define a state, but they nevertheless apply the term to 
named countries with very few mistakes, and I can report that a collec
tion of the use of the term polis in archaic and classical sources seems 
to confirm my suspicion.53

Now, first we must make sure what we mean by “inconsistency”. In 
this context 1 take it to be an “inconsistency” if a named locality is de
scribed with mutually exclusive terms; whereas to describe a locality 
with two different terms that can be used synonymously is not an incon
sistency. Let me adduce just two examples: if Skylax in his periplous 
had classified Eleusis as a polis, as some scholars believe,54 it would 
have been a flagrant inconsistency, since Eleusis was incontestably a de
mos and since, in classical Attika, demos and polis are mutually exlusive 
terms.55 On the other hand, to call a place polis in one passage but chor
ion in another one is not an inconsistency, since chorion is a vague term 
that could be used about any type of settlement.56 Similarly the term po- 
lisma is often used synonymously with the term polis in its urban sense, 
which should cause no surprise.57

Following these guide-lines we in the Polis Centre plan to examine all 
archaic and classical sources and look out for two different types of in
consistency: (a) one author (or text) applies different and incompatible 
site-classifications to the same locality; (b) different authors apply dif- 
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ferent and incompatible site-classifications to the same locality. We have 
not yet completed our investigation, but so far we have found very few 
inconsistencies, and in some of these cases it can be debated whether 
there is an inconsistency at all. Let me adduce just one example of each 
type, (a) In Herodotos Anthele and Alpenos are both classified both as 
poleis and as komai, see infra page 41. (b) When referred to at large the 
perioikic communities in Lakonia are called poleis in all our sources;58 
some of the named perioikic cities are called poleis, e.g. Anthene and 
Thyrea,59 but others are called komai, e.g. Oion, Tyros and Belbina.60

Conversely, the sources testify to a considerable degree of consisten
cy. It is no wonder that all sources refer to e.g. Athens, Megara, Plataiai 
and Naupaktos as being poleis. But it is worth noting that the consisten
cy applies to many small settlements as well. There seems, for example, 
to have been six urban communities on the Athos peninsula (including 
Sane). They are called poleis by both Herodotos and Thucydides. One is 
called a polis in the Peace of Nikias, five are listed in Skylax’s Peri- 
plous, and five turn up in the Athenian Tribute Lists.61

The conclusion of the investigations we have conducted so far is that 
there is no support for the view that the Greeks were inconsistent in their 
use of the term polis. They may not have been wholly consistent, but the 
margin of error seems to be in the range of one per hundred or less. Nor 
are modern Europeans wholly consistent in the way they use the term 
“state”.

(c)
Our investigation covers the period ca. 600 - 323 B.C., but this span of 
almost three hundred years forces us to address the question whether the 
concept of polis was transformed to such an extent that we ought to split 
it up into a number of successive concepts rather than perceiving it as, 
essentially, one concept which, of course, underwent some changes in 
the course of the period. This question requires a thorough treatment, 
but, provisionally, a comparison between Aristotle’s Politics and some 
archaic texts are offered here in support of my conviction that the con
cept of polis had a core that persisted unchanged throughout the period 
in question.

In the Politics Aristotle defines a polis both as a town created by the 
synoikism of a number of komai (Book 1) and as a community of citi
zens around their political institutions (a xoivtovtct jioXltcov Jiokneiag) 
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(Book 3).62 His two definitions match the two different senses of the 
word polis. Defining the polis as a town composed of komai which 
again are composed of oikiai he takes all the inhabitants, including 
women, children and slaves, to be members of the polis. When defining 
the polis as a political community he emphasizes that the politai are the 
adult male citizens to the exclusion of foreigners, women, children and 
slaves.

That Aristotle’s view of the polis is essentially in agreement with 
views held ca. 600 B.C. is apparent, e.g., from the following five pas
sages.

Alkaios fr. 426, Lobel & Page: tov À.ôyov öv JiaXai pèv ’AXxatog ô 
jtolt]TT]Ç eljiev .. tbç aoa où XLOoi oùôè £ùXa oùôè té/vï] textôvwv al 
jiôXelç elev àXX’ onou jtot’ âv gxjlv ôIvôqeç aùioùç otb^Eiv e’lôôteç 
èvTaùOa xat tel/î] xat noXetg.

Alkaios fr. 130.17-23, Lobel and Page: potpav Ë/wv àypoïœ-
Tixav / IpÉppojv àyôpag axonoat / xapvltojpévag wyEOi^aiöa / xat 
ß[6]XXag. xà jraiTiQ xat JiaTEpog Ttåirip / xa....ï]pag Ë/ovTEg Jiebà 
tovôéwv / imv [àJÂÀaÀoxdxœv jioMiav / Ë ... [otjjtù toùtwv à- 
jtEXf|Xapai...

Tyrtaios fr. 12.27-8, West: tov ô’ cÀotpÙQOVTai uèv ôpcbg véot f]ôè 
yÉQOvTEç,/ àçyaXéq) ôè nôôm jrâoa xéxtiôe JtôXtg.

ZCIV 13 (Law from Gortyn, ca. 600 BV.C.): ... FaoTtav ôlxav ev lât 
ayopât xat ctôlxa .... alpeOfji toi xoevoôÔ9oi ...

M&L 2.1-2 (Law from Dreros, ca. 600 B.C.): dô’ ËFaÔE JtôXi.

Alkaios argues that a polis is not just a town but a community. The per
sonal sense of the word is emphasized at the expense of the urban sense, 
but the antithetical way of expressing his view reveals that others might 
prefer to describe a polis as a city in the urban sense of the term. So, as 
far back as our written sources go, the word polis is used to designate 
both a community of human beings and its physical setting, i.e. an urban 
centre and its hinterland. Next, the contemporary law from Dreros dem
onstrates that the persons who make up the polis act as a political com
munity. Here the polis in the sense of community is identified with its 
politai. In the other Alkaios fragment the politai are described as some 
who participate in the meetings of the assembly (cryopd) and the council 
(ßoXXa); and finally the fragmentary law from Gortyn testifies to an op
position between citizens (astoi) and foreigners (xenoi) and shows that 
the citizens form a (small) privileged group different from and smaller 
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than the inhabitants of the polis in the sense of a city with its hinter
land.63 On the other hand, when Tyrtaios uses polis in its personal sense 
and speaks of how the whole polis mourns for a brave soldier killed in 
battle, women and children are undoubtedly included among those who 
constitute the polis.64 Thus the essential elements in the concept of polis 
found in the late classical period are all present around 600 B.C. Aristo
tle can have had no difficulty agreeing with the archaic texts quoted 
above, and if Alkaios had had an opportunity to read Aristotle’s Politics 
he would have appreciated the philosopher’s descriptions of the polis in 
Books 1 and 3. How widespread this concept of polis was in ca. 600 
B.C., and how many poleis there were in Alkaios’ day are different 
questions not to be addressed here.

During the period ca. 600 - 323 B.C. the polis as an urban centre must 
have changed as much or perhaps even more than the polis as a commu
nity, and in the late 4th century towns like Athens, Eretria, Korinth and 
Syracuse were certainly very different from what they had been in the 
early 6th century. Yet, the concept of polis in the sense of town is al
ready apparent at the beginning of our period. The fragment of Alkaios 
quoted above shows, e contrario, that many would take a circuit of walls 
to be an essential element of a polis, and this impression is corroborated 
by what we learn from the Iliad and the Odyssey. The Homeric polis^ 
has broad streets66 and is enclosed with steep walls67 and beautiful tow
ers.68 Inside the city there is an assembly place,69 and sanctuaries,70 in 
which (sometimes) temples are erected.71 We do not hear much about 
houses,72 but the Homeric polis includes one or more mansions, which 
in some cases are so magnificent that the traditional designation of them 
as palaces seems well deserved.73

I do not intend here to reopen the debate about the eighth-century date 
of the so-called Homeric society but it is in any case indisputable that in 
the sixth century the Homeric poems were recited throughout the Greek 
world and formed an important part of a Greek’s intellectual back
ground. Thus, although there can be no doubt that around 600 B.C. very 
few urban centres in Hellas had walls74 and monumental buildings (apart 
from temples),75 nevertheless our written sources show that the circuit of 
walls, the agora and the shrines of the gods were already associated with 
the concept of the polis. When we move down to the classical period the 
grid-plan, the terrace houses, the public political architecure and the 
larger size of many urban centres were very important accessories to the 
polis in the sense of town, but even in the 4th century most small poleis, 
as e.g. Koresia on Keos, Akraiphia in Boiotia or Alipheira in Arkadia, 
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cannot have been much different from what larger poleis such as Eretria 
or Argos had been like in the sixth century.

(d)
Not only chronological but also regional variations must be taken into 
account. One might suspect that the concept of polis in Athens was dif
ferent from what people thought a polis was in Mantineia, or in Pantika- 
paion, or in Telmessos, or in Kyrene, etc. Consequently, since our inves
tigation starts from the term polis as found in the written sources and 
since the bulk of our texts are Athenian we must beware of the risk that 
our inventory of poleis will reflect the idea of the polis in classical 
Athens and obscure the complexity of the concept as used in the rest of 
the Greek world. Let me adduce two examples. Most of our information 
about the number and identity of Greek poleis in the last third of the fifth 
century comes from Thucydides and from the Athenian Tribute Lists. 
But Thucycides, though in exile, was an Athenian citizen, and the trib
ute lists must reflect the official Athenian view of the members of the 
Delian League.76 Furthermore, the most important general discussions 
of the concept of polis are found in Plato’s dialogues and in Aristotle’s 
political treatises. Plato was an Athenian citizen, and Aristotle, though 
born in Stageiros in Thrace, spent most of his adult life in Athens.

The only way of testing whether an investigation of the concept of po
lis based on all sources will be biassed by being too Atheno-centric is 
first to distinguish between Athenian and non-Athenian sources, and 
then to compare the concept of polis in the Athenian sources with what 
we find in ail the non-Athenian authors and documents. A preliminary 
investigation points to a remarkable degree of agreement between the 
Athenian view of the polis and what we know about the concept of the 
polis in the rest of the Greek world.
Let me adduce four examples.

1. Apart from Thucydides, our principal source for the meaning and 
uses of the term polis in the fifth century is Herodotos, and he was not an 
Athenian but a Halicarnassian who probably spent the last two decades 
of his life in Thourioi. If we focus on the intension of the term polis we 
note, for example, that Herodotos and Thucydides both take a bouleuter- 
ion to be the public building which constitutes a polis in the sense of a 
self-governing community.77 And if we examine the extension of the 
term polis we can compare the two historians’ classification of the 
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Greek settlements from Argilos west of the river Strymon and to Potei- 
daia on Pallene. Herodotos lists the poleis in this region in Book 7 in 
connection with Xerxes’ march through Thrace. Thucydides treats the 
same region in Book 4 in his description of Brasidas’ campagn in 424- 
22 and a number of the communities are mentioned again in the Peace of 
Nikias. A comparison between the settlements called polis by either au
thor reveals a remarkable agreement and there is no detectable disagree
ment. In the list presented here the references in brackets are to instances 
of the settlement in question being called a polis.

Aige (Hdt. 7.123.1) - not mentioned by Thue.
Akanthos (Hdt. 7.115.2; Thue. 4.85.6; 5.18.6)
Akrothoon (Hdt. 7.22.3; Thue. 4.109.3)
Aphytis (Hdt. 7.123.1) - Thue. 1.64.2 without site-classification 
Argilos (Hdt. 7.115.1; Thue. 4.103.4)
Assa (Hdt.7.122.1 ) - not mentioned by Thue.
Dion (Hdt. 7.22.3; Thue. 4.109.3)
Galefpsos] (Hdt.7.122.1 ) - not mentioned by Thue.
Kleonai (Hdt. 7.22.3; Thue. 4.109.3) 
Mekyberna (Hdt.7.122.1; Thue. 5.18.6) 
Mende (Hdt. 7.123.1 ; Thue. 4.123.1 ) 
Neapolis (Hdt. 7.123.1 ) - not mentioned by Thue. 
Olophyxos (Hdt. 7.22.3; Thue. 4.109.3) 
Olynthos (Hdt.7.122.1 ; Thue. 1.58.2; 5.18.6) 
Piloros (Hdt.7.122.1) - not mentioned by Thue. 
Poteideia (Hdt. 7.123.1 ; Thue. 1.62.1) 
Sane (Hdt. 7.22.3; Thue. 4.109.3; 5.18.6) 
Sane (Hdt. 7.123.1 ) - not mentioned by Thue. 
Sarte (Hdt.7.122.1) - not mentioned by Thue.
Sermyle (Hdt.7.122.1 ; Thue. 1.65.2)
Singos (Hdt.7.122.1; Thue. 5.18.6)
Skione (Hdt. 7.123.1 ; Thue. 4.120.1)
Stageiros (Hdt. 7.115.2; Thue. 5.18.5)
Therambos (Hdt. 7.123.1) - not mentioned by Thue.
Thyssos (Hdt. 7.22.3; Thue. 4.109.3)
Torone (Hdt.7.122.1 ; Thue. 4.110.2)

2. In his book How to Survive Under Siege Aineias the Tactician treats 
the polis both as a (walled) urban centre and as a political community 
which has to make decisions about its defence. His views of the polis are 
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so varied and illuminating that they have inspired a historian to write an 
article entitled: “Polisbegriff und Stasistheorie des Aeneas Tacticus.”78 
Who Aineias was is still in dispute but the prevailing opinion - to which 
I subscribe - is that he was Aineias of Stymphalos, general of the Arka- 
dians in the 360s.79 Thus he provides us with another non-Athenian view 
of the polis, but nevertheless one which is indistinguishable from what 
we would have got if a similar investigation of the concept of polis had 
been based on Thucydides, Xenophon and Demosthenes.

3. As stated above, the 45 questions we ask concerning every commu
nity called polis in a contemporary source have been generated by our 
investigation of how the term polis is used in all sources: a polis struck 
coins, passed laws, was protected physically by its walls and spiritually 
by its protecting divinity, etc. The references given above in note 17 are 
all from Athenian sources. But in every single case non-Athenian 
sources can be adduced to show that the activity or characteristic in 
question was an element in the concept of the polis.80

4. In the Politics Aristotle adduces some 270 historical examples to il
lustrate and exemplify his analysis of the polis. Only some 30 of his his
torical examples concern Athens whereas the ca. 240 other examples are 
drawn from a wide range of poleis, e.g. Lakedaimon, Syracuse, Kyrene 
plus some 80 other poleis. The impression one gets from reading the 
empirical part of the treatise, viz. Books 3-6, is that the work is far from 
being Atheno-centric. It may, of course, be objected that Aristotle is 
interpreting all the other poleis and their constitutions in the light of the 
Athenian constitution, but as far as we can check them Aristotle’s gener
alisations about the polis seem to be based on the non-Athenian much 
more than on the Athenian examples.

To conclude: our non-Athenian sources are so numerous and varied 
that with due caution it seems perfectly possible to counteract any ten
dency to draw a too Atheno-centric picture of the polis. Furthermore, a 
comparison between Athenian and non-Athenian sources indicates that 
an Athenian’s idea of a polis cannot have been radically different from 
what an Arkadian or a Milesian or a Syracusan thought a polis was. 
Quite the contrary.

(e)
The most serious problem we have to face is that the term polis has more 
than one meaning. In fact, it seems to have had four, since it is found in 
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the senses of (1) stronghold (2) town (3) country and (4) state. When 
used synonymously with akropolis the term polis denotes a stronghold 
and/or a small hill-top settlement.81 When used synonymously with asty 
the term polis denotes an urban centre.82 When used synonymously with 
ge or chora the term polis denotes the totality of town plus hinterland,83 
and when used synonymously with a koinonia or a plethos politon the 
term polis denotes what we today call a city-state.84

Now, recording every single attestation of the word polis found in ar
chaic and classical documents and literature must, accordingly, result in 
an inventory of poleis which comprises not only city-states, but also 
strongholds, towns, and countries. Under such circumstances an inven
tory of all localities called polis is apparently doomed to be a hotchpotch 
of settlements and of no value whatsoever. In the Polis Centre, however, 
we think that this problem is much less threatening than it appears, and 
this optimistic view is based on the following observations:

Let me first mention the relative frequency with which the four differ
ent senses occur. In archaic and classical authors and inscriptions attes
tations of polis in the sense of stronghold amount to less than one per 
hundred of all attestations, and attestations of polis where country is the 
principal sense or a secondary meaning that goes with the sense of town 
and/or state amount to less than two per hundred only. In the remaining 
ca. 98 per cent of the attestations polis is used either in the sense of town 
or in the sense of (city)-state, or the two senses are combined and indis
tinguishable. Again, in some authors, such as Herodotos and Aineias the 
Tactician, the urban sense is much more common than the political, 
whereas in Thucydides and Xenophon the sense of political community 
is about twice as common as the sense of urban centre. In inscriptions 
the political sense dominates and there are few attestations only of polis 
in the sense of town.

Next a brief discussion of the different meanings:

(a) Polis used synonymously with akropolis in the sense of stronghold is 
not only extremely rare, it is also confined to fixed formulas almost ex
clusively found in public documents, such as the provision that a certain 
document be inscribed and set up on the polis, that is on the akropolis, 
for everybody to inspect.85 Consequently it is easy to spot and identify 
the very few attestations of a locality being called polis in the sense of 
stronghold or small hill-top settlement, and even if we include such 
sources for the sake of completeness, we shall find only a handful of lo- 
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calities which are called polis in the sense of akropolis without being a 
polis in the political sense. One such example is the Attic deme Erchia, 
whose sacrificial calendar has several references to the polis, that is the 
akropolis of the deme, to be distinguished from the polis of the asty, that 
is the akropolis of all Athenians in Athens.86

(b) In a number of passages “country” or “territory” is either the prin
cipal meaning of the word polis or at least a secondary meaning where 
the principal meaning is either “state” or “town” or both.87 But when
ever polis occurs in the sense of territory, there is no doubt that the refer
ence is to the territory of a polis in the political sense. We have, for ex
ample, references to a law or a verdict prescribing that a person be ex
iled from a named polis, or that the corpse of an executed criminal be 
thrown over the border of the polis. In such passages polis must denote 
both the town and its hinterland, but obviously the reference is to the ter
ritory of a polis in the sense of “state”. Consequently we do not muddle 
up our inventory of attested poleis if we classify such communities as 
polis type A.

(c) Having discussed polis in the sense of stronghold and in the sense 
of territory we are left with two different meanings of the word polis 
which are both very common, namely (1) polis in the sense of town de
noting an urban centre and (2) polis in the sense of political community 
denoting what we today call a city-state. When constructing our inven
tory of poleis in the CPC we have to face two questions: (a) is it possible 
in our sources to distinguish between polis used in the sense of town and 
polis used in the sense of state? and (b) what happens if we simply 
record all attestations of the term polis irrespective of whether it means 
town or state?

Sometimes it is very easy to determine whether an author uses polis in 
the sense of town or state. See for example the following passage from 
Aeneas Tacticus in which the sense of town and the sense of state, both 
easily recognizable, appear only two lines apart: en bè oweßovXeuE 
xai to nXfjØog ræv xqv noXtv cpvXaoooviwv àjtô[xio0ov jtoifjoai, tv’ 
djç èXa/tOTOv bfjØev åvotkwpa ifj jioXel f] (Aen. Tact. 11.4). Here those 
who guard the town (polis') and its walls are juxtaposed with the state 
(polis) providing their pay. But in many other cases it is simply impos
sible to know which of the two senses an author has in mind and in such 
cases the correct answer is that he probably uses the term in both senses 
without distinguishing one from the other, so that it is simply pointless 
to try to establish a distinction. When, for example, Herodotos lists the 
six poleis on Athos, it is impossible to decide whether the six names he 
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mentions denote towns or states: èv ôè tcû ioØpcp touted, èç tov 
teXeutçü ô ’'A0(dç, 2avp nôktç 'EXXàç oiXT]Tai, al ôè èxtoç Sàvnç, 
Eoœ ôè tou "A0(i) olxT]|iÉvai, xàg tôte ô nÉQapg vrioicnTiôaç àvTi fj- 
JtElQWTlÔWV ÔQ[XT]TO JIOLEELV, ELOl aïÔE, AlOV, ’OXÔCpT^OÇ, ’AXQO- 

0œov, Øuoøog, KÀEœval. jiôXleç p,èv aurai aï tôv vA0ov vépovrai 
(Hdt. 7.22.3-23.1). Here the word polis is probably intended to convey 
both meanings simultaneously.

One important reason for this ambiguity in the meaning of the term 
polis is that in almost all poleis the name of the town was the same as the 
name of the state. In modern Europe there is only one example of the 
name of a state being identical with the name of the state’s principal city, 
namely Luxembourg. But in ancient Hellas, as we all know, this applied 
to nearly every polis. The toponym KÔQiv0oç, for example, can denote 
both the town Korinth and the Korinthian state88 and the ethnic oi 
KoqIvØioi is used to denote both the inhabitants of the town Korinth 
and the Korinthian citizens. So, when Xenophon, for example, tells us 
that the Korinthians feared that their polis was being betrayed, it is im
possible to know whether their concern was for the town Korinth or the 
entire Korinthian state.89

In the case of Korinth this ambiguity does not confuse us because, 
even admitting that polis is used ambiguously in such a passage, we 
know from innumerable other sources that Korinth was a polis in the po
litical sense as well as in the urban sense. Consequently it appears in our 
inventory as a polis type A. But what about all the poleis which are at
tested as polis in one passage only? If in this case we are in doubt 
whether the reference is to the town or the state, are we then, in our list 
of attested poleis, to include or to exclude the polis in question?

On the face of it, this ambiguity in the meaning of the term polis in 
our sources seems to be a major threat to the whole investigation we are 
conducting, but the difficulty in distinguishing between the sense of 
state and the sense of town does not make our investigation impossible, 
quite the contrary; it sheds light on an important aspect of the Greek po
lis.

A closer study of polis in the senses of town and state reveals that the 
term polis is not used to denote any town, but only a town that is also the 
urban centre of a polis in the sense of political community. The word po
lis has two different meanings, but its reference, its denotation, seems 
invariably to be what the Greeks called a polis in the sense of a koinonia 
politon politeias, and what we today call a city-state. Exceptions to this 
rule seem to amount to less than one percent. So far the investigation has 
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been completed for Herodotos,90 Thucydides,91 Xenophon92 and Aineias 
the Tactician93 and is being conducted for the Attic orators and for Sky- 
lax. The results look very promising and let me report them here for the 
three historians, the military expert and the geographer.

(a) Of 159 communities called polis in the urban sense in Herodotos 
133 are attested either in Herodotos’ own work or in some other source 
as poleis in the political sense as well. In 23 instances we have no con
temporary information about the political status of the urban centre in 
question, Naukratis is a case apart, and there are only two exceptions to 
the rule we have stated, namely the small settlements Anthela and Alpe- 
nos near Thermopylai, which are classified both as poleis and as komai; 
cf. infra page 41.

(b) In Thucydides 70 communities are called polis in the urban sense. 
In some five cases we are in doubt whether the community was a polis 
in the political sense as well, and there is only one attestation of a polis 
in the urban sense, which seems not to have been a polis in the political 
sense, namely Skandeia, the harbour of Kythera, the island south of La- 
konia. Skandeia is called polis in the urban sense at 4.54.1 although Ky
thera was a one-polis island with the city of Kythera as its political cen
tre.94 But even here Thucydides’ use of the term polis does not necessar
ily break the rule stated above. A distinction is made between f] ènt 
OotkdooT] JioXtç (4.54.1 ) and f] avw Jtôkig (4.54.2) which indicates that 
Thucydides took both Skandeia and Kythera to be one half of a polis, So 
Skandeia can be viewed as a part of Kythera and not as a polis in its own 
right.95

(c) In Xenophon’s Hellenika there is no detectable exception to our 
rule. In 75 out of 86 cases we can be fairly certain that a town called po
lis by Xenophon was a city-state as well; in the remaining 11 cases the 
result is a non liquet. But if we extend the investigation to cover the 
other Xenophontic treatises we find in the Poroi Xenophon’s proposal to 
increase the number of mining slaves and to found a new polis in the 
mining district.96 Here the word polis is undeniably used about an urban 
centre that was not the political centre of a polis. This is an exception to 
our rule, but it is the only one in the entire Xenophontic corpus.

(d) In Aineias the Tactician’s work polis in the sense of town obvious
ly prevails over polis used in the sense of state, whereas polis in the 
sense of territory is attested in a few passages only.97 In most cases the 
term polis refers either generally to any town under siege, or to an un
named town. But occasionally Aineias’ examples concern named poleis 
and the towns to which he refers are the following:
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Abdera
Apollonia (Pontos) 
Argos
Chalkis
Chios
Himera
Ilion
Klazomenai
Sparta
Megara
Plataiai
Poteidaia
Teos

15.9; 15.lObis;
20.4
U.8bis; 17.2; 17.4ter;
4.1; 4.2; 4.4
11.4bis;
10.22
24.12; 24.14.
28.5ter
2.2bis (polismdy,
4.10
2.3bis
31.25
18.13; 18.15; 18.19

The list is short - only 13 entries - but there is no denying the fact that 
all the towns called poleis by Aineias were poleis in the political sense 
as well. Furthermore, in several of Aineias’ references to an unnamed 
polis he takes it for granted that the town he describes was also a politi
cal community.98

To conclude, in Aineias’ treatise the term polis has several meanings 
and is used most frequently in the sense of town, sometimes in the sense 
of state and occasionally in the sense of land or country; but (he sites 
called poleis in the urban or territorial sense are all known to have been 
poleis in the political sense as well.

(e) Another text in which polis is used in the urbanistic rather than in 
the political sense is the fourth-century Periplous erroneously ascribed 
to Skylax of Karyanda. In this short text there are several hundred oc
currences of polis, in fact the highest concentration of the term in any 
extant classical Greek text. The prevailing opinion is that, in so far as 
Skylax can be trusted, he uses the term polis in the urbanistic sense on
ly and applies it to many settlements which no ancient historian would 
call a polis in the political sense and no modern historian would call a 
city-state. Moreover, the term is not infrequently used about settle
ments which, according to the usage in other sources, were certainly 
not poleis, not even in the urbanistic sense of the word. Let me quote 
the chapter on Attika and the verdict of an eminent Dutch scholar who, 
in his treatment of the Boiotian poleis in the 4th century B.C., prefers 
to avoid the term city-state altogether and has the following note: 
“Texts like Ps.-Scylax 57, in which the Attic towns of Rhamnous, Tho- 
rikos, Sounion, Anaphlystos, Peiraieus and Eleusis are referred to as
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poleis (fourth century), can be used to explore the ancient notion of po
lish

Skylax’s text runs as follows: [lEià ôè MeyaQetç elaiv ’AØT]vatu)v 
jtôXelç. xai hqcötov ifjg ’ÄTTixfjg ’EXevoiç, ou Iêqôv AfipqiQog eoti 
xai, ieî/oç. Kaià toùtô eoti SaXaptg vfjoog xai jtôàlç xai Xtpf]v. 
è'jteiia ô IlEiQaieùç xai xà oxÉXq xai ’AØfjvai. ô ôè flEiyaiEvg 
Xi|iÉvaç E/Et y’. ’AvàcpXuoxog teî/oç xai Xtp,f]v. Souvtov àxoorf]- 
QLOV xai TEL/Og. IEQÔV IÏOOElÔWVOg. 0OQIXOÇ TÊl/OÇ xai Xl|lEVEg ôuo. 
'Papvoùg TEi/oç.

If we accept this interpretation of Chapter 57 in particular and of the 
Periplous in general it follows that the only extant geographical treatise 
of the classical period is of very limited value for our inventory of archa
ic and classical Greek poleis, and that, in the case of Skylax, we must al
low not just for one or two, but for numerous exceptions to the rule we 
have established for the other authors.

However, a closer reading of Skylax’ text shows that the generally ac
cepted opinion of Skylax’ use of the term polis is based on a slightly 
misleading interpretation of how he uses the word polis as a heading. A 
typical introduction to a chapter of the Periplous runs as follows: psxà 
ôè ’Axapvaviav AixœXXa êotiv eOvoç, xat hôXeiç evaùifj sioiv ai'ÔE 
(35).100 After the heading jiôXeiç aïÔE (vel sim.) follows an enumeration 
of names of sites. In many cases Skylax simply lists the names of the 
sites without any further comment, see e.g. Chapter 42 (Achaia); but of
ten he adds a specification to many or sometimes even to all the names 
he lists, see e.g. Chapter 34 (Akarnania). The specifications used are the 
following: JiôXig, ôijroXig, tqljioXlç, tetqcoioXlç, Ieoov, Xtpijv, 
TEL/Og, VECOQLOV, EpJtOQLOV, (XXQOt, àxQ(JJTÏ]QlOV, vfjOOÇ, ÆOTOtpÔÇ, 
xôkxog, ÔQOg, /mpa, and combinations of these, e.g. jxôkig xat Xqtf]v, 
leqov xai TEi/og etc. Thus, under the heading jiôXeiç ai'ÔE vel sim. Sky
lax records not only poleis but also harbours,101 sanctuaries,102 rivers,103 
mountains104 and headlands.105 Of course, rivers, mountains and head
lands are not poleis, nor even settlements; furthermore there is no reason 
to believe that a site classified as a Ieqov, a Xi|if|V or a TEi/og was also a 
noktg unless it is explicitly stated or clearly implied.106 The inference is 
that Skylax uses the heading ai'ÔE JtoXstg in a very loose manner and he 
has no intention of conveying the impression that every site listed under 
this heading is a polis.

With this in mind let me return to the chapter on Attika quoted above 
and suggest a more cautious interpretation than the one offered by Bak- 
huizen and others. The description is introduced with the phrase e’loiv 
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’AØTjvaiwv jroXeig, and from the plural nôÀEtg we can infer that at least 
two of the communities subsumed under the heading must have been 
JtoXeig, sc. Salamis (which, being a clerouchy, is correctly described as 
a polis')101 and Athens itself (which is left without a site-classification 
but known by everybody to be a polis). None of the other sites, howev
er, is called a polis by Skylax: Eleusis is described as a sanctuary and a 
fortress,108 and if Skylax had taken it to be a polis he would have intro
duced the phrase with Jipcoir], sc.JtoXiç109 and not with jiqcotov. Fur
thermore, from the explicit reference to Salamis as a polis we can infer 
(a) that not all the sites listed after the heading jiôXelç were actually po- 
leis and (b) that the preceding site, sc. Eleusis, was probably not a polis. 
The status of Peiraieus is unclear; the information that it has three har
bours may perhaps indicate that Skylax took it to be a polis, but not nec
essarily.110 Anaphlystos is classified as a fortress with a harbour, Soun- 
ion as a promontory with a fortress and a sanctuary of Poseidon, Thori- 
kos as a fortress with two harbours1" and Rhamnous as a fortress.

A new reading of the whole Periplous along the lines indicated here 
leads to the conclusion that Skylax, of course, uses the term polis in its 
urbanistic sense, but, with a few exceptions, only about settlements 
which were poleis in the political sense as well. The most problematical 
section of the treatise is now the first section about Megaris. MeyctQeîç 
eIolv e0voç, xai jtôXelç aïôe. AlyooØEva, nfjyat, tei/oç repavEia, 
’'Aqlç (39). From the plural TtôXEiç we would expect at least two of the 
sites listed to have been poleis, but none of them is according to the gen
erally accepted view of the political organization of this region. In the 
Hellenistic period, however, both Aigosthena and Pegai were in fact po
leis"2 and we cannot preclude that both were poleis in the 4th century as 
well.113 If so they must have been dependencies of Megara. On the other 
hand it is worth noting that in an inscription of ca. 300 B.C. Aigosthena 
is classified as a kome in Megaris.114 I will leave the problem here and 
announce that a detailed analysis of Skylax will be conducted by the Po
lis Centre by Pernille Flensted-Jensen and myself and published in a 
forthcoming volume of the Papers from the Copenhagen Polis Centre.

To conclude: as is well known, authors like Herodotos, Thucydides 
and Xenophon did not care much about technical terms. It is unlikely 
that they spent long hours making sure that in every case they had used 
the term polis in accordance with the rule stated above. In my opinion, 
their use of polis simply reflects the ordinary use of the word in classical 
Greek.

Thus, I think that a generalisation is permitted, and let me sum up by 
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stating what we in the Polis Centre propose to call the lex Hafniensis de 
civitate: in archaic and classical sources the term polis used in the sense 
of “town” to denote a named urban centre is not applied to any urban 
centre but only to a town which was also the political centre of a polis. 
Thus, the term polis has two different meanings, town and state, but 
even when it is used in the sense of town its reference, its denotation, 
seems almost invariably to be what the Greeks called polis in the sense 
of a koinonia politon politeias and what we call a city-state. The lex Haf
niensis applies to Hellenic poleis only. The references to barbaric com
munities called poleis in the urban and/or in the political sense must, of 
course, be analysed separately. Whenever a term is transferred from one 
culture to describe a more or less similar phenomenon in other cultures 
it is unavoidably twisted, sometimes more, sometimes less according to 
how remote the other culture is. An obvious example is the term “state” 
as applied, for example, by historians to describe ancient Greek poleis or 
by 19th century politicians to describe contemporary African societies.

Consequently, in our inventory of archaic and classical poleis in the 
political sense of the term we can register as poleis type A not only lo
calities explicitly called polis in the political sense but also all the local
ities explicitly called polis in the urban sense, but then implicitly in (he 
political sense since we can infer from this usage that the town in ques
tion must have been a polis in the sense of state as well.

A further consequence of applying this law is the recognition that the 
concept of polis in the sense of town was much more closely connected 
with the concept of polis in the sense of state than many modern historians 
are inclined to believe. The prevailing orthodoxy is that there were city- 
states without an urban centre, or, to formulate the view in ancient terms, 
that there were poleis in the political sense which were not centred on a 
polis in the urban sense.115 This orthodoxy is without support in our 
sources and, in my opinion, it ought to be rejected as unfounded, at least 
for the late archaic and classical periods. In the Copenhagen Polis Centre 
we expect every polis in the political sense to have had an urban centre, 
perhaps so small that a modern European would call it a village rather than 
a town; but in this context it is the existence of an urban centre, not its size 
that is important. Furthermore we hope that in many cases it is possible to 
trace the physical remains of these urban centres. And by combining the 
archaeological evidence of urbanisation with the written evidence about 
polis in the political sense we hope to revive the view that in ancient 
Greece the concept of state, or rather the concept of self-governing politi
cal community, was inseparably bound up with the concept of town. The 
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traditional rendering of polis, namely by city-state, is basically correct 
and not a mis-nomer as it has become rather fashionable to say. But that is 
a separate investigation to be developed in future studies.116

Appendix I
Polis Used Synonymously with Akropolis

A study of polis used synonymously with akropolis in the sense of 
stronghold must start from the etymology of the word polis. First, it 
should be noted that the early variant form of polis, namely ptolis, is 
probably attested in the Mycenean Linear-B tablets in the form po-to-ri- 
jo. But, alas, po-to-ri-jo is not attested as a noun, only as (part of) a 
proper name,117 and we have no clue to what po-to-ri-jo can have meant 
in Mycenean Greek.

A comparison with other Indo-European languages yields better re
sults. The Greek word polis is related etymologically to Old Indian pur, 
Lithuanian pilis and Latvian pils.118 In all three languages the original 
meaning was “stronghold”, or “castle” but in Old Indian the word devel
oped the meaning “town” or “city”, whereas in the two Baltic languages 
it seems to have kept its original meaning and it is only in names, such 
as Daugapils (= Dynabourg), that the term has been applied to what is 
now a city.119

From the etymology it is reasonable to infer that the original meaning 
of polis in Greek too must have been “stronghold”. Our sources support 
this assumption, but not as unambiguously as one could have hoped for. 
In Homer polis and ptolis occur 236 times,120 but there are just two rea
sonably certain instances of the word being used synonymously with ak
ropolis: II. 4.514: gjç cpai’ outo JtTÔXtoç ôeivoç Oeoç and //. 7.370: vöv 
|ièv bôpjtov eXecfOe xaxà jitoZ.lv; in both cases the reference is to the 
akropolis of Troy.121 Admittedly, there are many more instances of polis 
denoting the castle of Troy or some other city, but in all these cases it is 
the addition of the adjective ctxpf] vel sim. which shows that the refer
ence is to the “citadel” and not to the “city”.122

There are some more examples in later poetry, for example in the Ho
meric hymn to Demeter,123 in Euripides124 and in Aristophanes.125 In At
tic prose there are a few attestations, which seem to reflect official lan
guage126 and are sometimes found in documents quoted by the author.127

It is in fact in inscriptions that we find the best evidence of polis used 
in the original sense of “stronghold” or “citadel”. Many Athenian public 
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enactments of the archaic and classical periods include formulas such as 
ypoupoai ô[è Tama ev gtéXJel xai xaTaOÊvai èp jtôàei,128 where polis 
is used synonymously with akropolis and in fact was replaced by akrop- 
olis from the beginning of the 4th century onwards.129 The Athenian of
ficial departmental style, however, seems to have reflected common 
Athenian usage as we know from Thucydides who tells us that, in his 
day, the Akropolis was still called polis by the Athenians.130 Similar for
mulas are found in inscriptions from other parts of Greece, e.g. Myke- 
nai, Eretria, and Rhodes,131 but it is worth noting how few they are.

Both in literary and in epigraphical sources the use of polis in the 
sense of stronghold is much more restricted than usually believed; and 
furthermore, with a few exceptions, this usage is only tolerated after a 
local preposition, and in certain familiar and unambiguous combinations 
such as avaygatpai tov YQappœtéa ifjç ßovkfjg èv ott)X,T|L kiØtvpi èp 
ttôæei jtqo^êvouç xai evEQyéiaç amoùg xai èxyôvoug Tfjç jtoXewç 
xfjç ’AØpvalæv.132

Let me adduce some passages from Thucydides to illustrate that even 
in Athens, where the formulaic use of polis in the sense of akropolis was 
widespread and to some extent reflected common usage, an Athenian 
would not have the meanings “stronghold” or “citadel” springing to his 
mind when he heard the word polis, except, of course, when it was ap
plied in one of the formulas discussed above. In all other cases the word 
polis would not be used synonymously with akropolis.

The word akropolis could designate both an eminence used as a set
tlement and a fortified place devoid of human habitation. Mylai in Sici
ly is an example of the first type of akropolis,133 Pylos on the Peloponne
sian west coast of the second.134 But when Thucydides tells us that the 
Akropolis was called polis by the Athenians he points out that the reason 
for this usage is that the Akropolis was once the centre of the urban set
tlement. Similarly when Dekeleia was fortified and all grain had to be 
brought by sea to Athens Thucydides has the comment that Athens had 
become a fortress instead of a polis: åvTt tov jtôLlç el vat cpQOÛQiov 
xaTÉOTp.135 This would be a strange comment if polis had been com
monly used in the sense of stronghold or fortress. On the contrary the 
comment suggests that a polis was, essentially, different from a phrou- 
rion, i.e. a town, not a fortress.

So the use of the word polis to designate an akropolis was probably re
stricted to akropoleis that were centres of human habitation. On the other 
hand, the akropoleis which were called poleis did not have to be the cen
tres of a polis in the political sense of the term, as were e.g. the akropoleis 
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of Athens or Korinth. The word could also be used to denote the akropo
lis of a civic subdivision, such as an Attic deme. The sacrificial calendar 
of Erchia, for example, regulates the cults of Athena Polias and Zeus Po- 
lieus, both located in the polis, i.e. on the akropolis of Erchia,136 and ex
plicitly distinguished from the polis in the asty, i.e. the Akropolis of Ath
ens.137 Similarly, Thucydides mentions a kome in Lokris called Polis,138 
and according to Pausanias the ruins of Old Mantineia could still be seen 
on a mountain called Ptolis.139 In both cases the name Polis is probably 
used synonymously with the noun akropolis in its original sense of 
“stronghold” and applied to a small settlement situated on an eminence.

The cults of Athena Polias and Zeus Polieus deserve a further note. 
The epithets Polias and Polieus seem to be derived from polis in the 
sense of akropolis.140 Admittedly, in the classical period Athena Polias 
and Zeus Polieus were interpreted as protectors of the polis, not just of 
the akropolis,}4[ but that is a secondary meaning of the epithet developed 
only after the connection between polis = akropolis and the epithets Po- 
lias/Polieus had been forgotten or at least obscured.142

To sum up: The Indo-European etymology strongly suggests that the 
original meaning of polis was “stronghold” or “citadel”, and that the 
word may have signified a settlement on a fortified eminence, like Dre- 
ros or Anavlochos. Our early written sources confirm that in certain 
contexts polis could be used synonymously with akropolis, but this 
meaning of the word, already rare in the archaic period, died out in the 
classical and Hellenistic periods, and in the Roman period only men of 
learning would know that polis had once been used synonymously with 
akropolis, as is apparent from a passage in Plutarch’s life of Pelopidas: 
TOV Ô’ IÊQOV kÔ/OV (0Ç CpOOL OWETOt^CtTO rOQYtÔOÇ JTQCOTOÇ E^ ÖV- 
öomv ehlXéxtwv TQiaxooiwv, olç f] JiôXtç aoxT]Oiv xat ôtatTav ev Tfj 
KaôpEiçt OTQaTOJiEåEvopÉvoig naoEt/E. xcii ôià tovØ’ ô ex jcôXewç 
Àô/oç ExaXovvTO. xàç yàp àxQOJTÔXEiç èjtielxcôç ol tôte jiôXelç 
cpvôpa^ov.143 In the same vein Pausanias notes that, in his day, the 
Athenian Akropolis was no longer called polis: ’A9r|VÔig dyaXpa èv Tfj 
VW àxQOJlÔX,El, tote ôè ôvopa^Évp jtôXel.144

Appendix II 
Polis Used in the Sense of Country

When used in a topographical sense rather than in a personal-political 
sense polis means “town” and is often opposed to terms such as agros'45 
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or ge146 or chora.^1 One of the most illuminating attestations of this 
meaning of the term polis is the 4th-century B.C. boundary stone from 
Paros inscribed: ÖQOg JtoXetog.148 Since Paros was a one-/?o/A-island, the 
stone can not have marked the boundary between two poleis; it must 
have marked the line between the town (polis) and its hinterland; cf. the 
reference in Aristotle’s Politics to laws prescribing how much land a cit
izen may own in the immediate vicinity of the town.149 Such laws pre
suppose that it is known where the town ends and the countryside be
gins.

Occasionally, however, polis denotes both the town and its hinterland. 
It is used as the generic term for chora-phis-asty150 or for chora-p\us-po- 
lis (where polis is used in the specific sense of town).151 In such cases 
polis carries the meaning “country”, as we should say. This is only what 
we should expect. It is a common linguistic phenomenon that, in a pair 
of antonymes, one of the two opposed words may also be used to denote 
the whole category.152 In many Indo-European languages the words for 
urban centre and countryside form a pair of antonyms, e.g. city/country 
(English) Stadt/Land (German) cité/pays (French) and by/land (Danish). 
Only in ancient Greek was it the word for town (polis) which came to 
denote the totality of town-plus-country, whereas in modern European 
languages it is invariably the word for country which is used about the 
entity of urban and rural sites.153 What is more surprising is that in a few 
cases polis may take on the sense of countryside alone almost to the ex
clusion of its urban centre:

Hdt. 7.58.2: ô ôè xot’ fpretQov otqotôç ... ejtoiéeto ttjv ôôov bid 
Tfjg Xeqoovtiood ... ôtà péortç noQevopevoç jtôXloç Tfj oirvopa 
Tuy/àvet éôv ’Ayogf].

Xen. Hell. 5.4.49: là hqôç ëœ Tf|Ç Tœv Opßatov Jiôkewg èôf|ov (ô 
’Ayr]0iX.aoç) pé/gi irjç Tavaygatov. etl yotQ tote xoti ttjv Tâvaypav 
ol JtEQi 'YjtaTÔôtûQOv, cptÀot ovTEÇ Tcov AaxEÔaipovtwv, El/OV.

In both these passages polis is used to denote the countryside alone: 
Xerxes’ army did not march through the gates of the city of Agore, and 
Agesilaos pillaged “the eastern part of the territory of Thebes up to the 
territory of Tanagra”, and not “the countryside east of the city of Thebes 
up to the city of Tanagra”.154

An inspection of the attestations of polis in the sense of country 
shows that it is not used about the hinterland of any urban centre, but on
ly about the hinterland of an urban centre which was the centre of a po
lis in the sense of political community. In most cases, in fact, “territory” 
is a better rendering than hinterland or countryside.155 Some attestations 
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are from a law or a verdict that a person be exiled from a named polis156 
or that the corpse of an executed criminal be thrown over the border of 
the polis.157 Other attestations concern the borders between two or more 
poleis.{5*

The investigation of polis in the sense of territory leads to the follow
ing supplement to the lex Hafniensis'. when the term polis is used in the 
sense of country or territory the reference is always to the territory of a 
polis in the political sense; there is no attestation of polis being used 
about the territory of a subdivision of a polis, such as a deme or a kome, 
or about the territory of a plurality of poleis or about a whole region. It 
such cases the proper term to use is choral This may seem very com
monplace and almost too obvious to be stated as a general rule. Yet the 
observation is not without importance. Its corollary is that the (infre
quent) occurrences of polis in the sense of country will not upset our in
ventory of all poleis in the political sense attested in archaic and classi
cal sources, since the word polis, even when it is used synonymously 
with chora or ge in the sense of country, must refer to what was a polis 
in the sense of a koinonia politon politeias. Thus, apart from the few at
testations of polis in the sense of akropolis, the word polis is used in 
three different senses, namely ( 1 ) town (2) country and (3) state but the 
object referred to by the term in sense (1) and (2) seems invariably to be 
a political community of the type called polis by the Greeks and city- 
state by modern historians.

The habit of using polis in three different senses all referring to the 
same denotatum is reflected in the way the Greeks named their poleis. It 
is common knowledge that the people of an ancient Greek city-state 
used the same name to denote the city and the state. Thus, Korinthos is 
either the name of the Korinthian state or of its urban centre.160 What is 
hardly ever discussed is that the name of the state and city was also com
monly used to designate the countryside. Thus the name Tanagra desig
nates either the Tanagraian state (Xen. Hell. 5.4.49) or its urban centre 
(Heraclides 8 in GGM Ip. 101 ) or its hinterland (Thue. 1.108.1 ), just as 
the term polis can be used to designate the Tanagraian state (Thue.
4.91.1 & 93.4) or the town (Heraclides 8 in GGM I p. 101) or the territo
ry (Xen. Hell. 5.4.49). Let me add that the case of Tanagra is not an ex
ception; rather, it is the rule, and other examples of names of town which 
can be used about the territory as well include Chaironeia (Lycurg. 
1.16), Haliartos (Xen. Hell. 3.5.17), Koroneia (Arist. Mir. 842b3), Leba- 
deia (Xen. Mem. 3.5.4), Mykalessos (Paus. 9.19.5), Orchomenos (Thue.
1.1 13.2), Oropos (Hyp. 3.16), Plataiai (Xen. Hell. 5.4.48), Siphai (Arist.
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Part. An. 696a5) and Thebes (Xen. Hell. 5.2.25), to mention just the ex
amples from Boiotia.

Appendix III
Herodotos’ Use of “Polis” in the sense of “Town”

The term polis occurs 469 times in Herodotos’ work. In some 320 pas
sages the only or the principal meaning is “urban centre’’ or “town”;161 in 
some 85 passages it is “political community” or “state”162 and in 5 pas
sages it is “country” or “territory”.163 In the remaining ca. 60 passages 
there is no way of deciding whether the principal meaning is “town” or 
“state” or “country”.164 There is no occurrence in Herodotos of polis be
ing used synonymously with akropolis in the sense of “stronghold”.165 
The overlap between the different senses of the word makes it impos
sible to give more precise figures, and although town is the most com
mon meaning of polis in Herodotos “community” is a connotation 
which goes with “town” in many of the 320 passages. Occasionally the 
term is used about one or more unnamed poleis,166 but in most passages 
the reference is to one or more identifiable communities and here the 
word polis appears juxtaposed with the name(s) of the pol(e)is in ques
tion.167 A count shows that it is applied to 254 different named commu
nities, namely 194 Hellenic and 60 barbarian poleis. In this investigation 
I shall focus on polis used about the Hellenic communities only168 and 
reserve the treatment of barbarian poleis to a forthcoming study.

Of the 194 Hellenic poleis 34 are referred to in the political sense on
ly,169 one is called polis in the territorial sense only,170 whereas 159 com
munites are referred to as being poleis either in the urban sense only or 
in both the urban and the political sense of the term or, in a few cases, in 
both the urban and the territorial sense. Let me adduce a few examples: 
Thespiai is called a polis once in Herodotos, viz. at 8.50.2 and here in 
the urban sense: ô yào ôtà Boiœrœv xyouropevog oipotTog ripa 
èpjtQf](jaç Oeotciéwv rijv JtoXtv ... r)xé te èç xàg ’Adqvag ... At 7.122.1 
five poleis on Sithonia are referred to as poleis principally in the urban 
sense, but probably in the political sense too: ô vauuxog otqoitoç ... 
KaQOtiTEtßETo 'EXkî]vtbaç toloôe jtôXlç, ex Târv vÉaç te xat OTçaTiqv 
TtaQ£Ä.a[ißavE, Toq(üvt]v, Takrppov, Sêq|tijXt)v, MiqxvßEQVocv, ’'OXvv- 
Oov. f] pév vuv xcoqî] otVTTi SiOœvtq xaÀÉETai. Tenedos is referred to as 
a polis in the urban sense at 1.151.2: E v Tevéôcü ôè pia oixESTOti JtôXtç, 
but it is included among the poleis in the political sense mentioned at 
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1.151.3: Aeoßtoioi pév vw xai TeveötoiGL, xotia nep ’Iœvœv toîol 
tcxç vr]ooi)ç e/ovoi, rjv ôeivôv oùôév. Tfjoi ôè Xoinfjoi nôXioi eaôe 
xoivfj ’'loci EJieoOai ... Kyrene is called polis in the urban sense at
4.164.3, but in the territorial sense at 4.156..3: ... xai EXiiaav vfjoov 
è jtl Aißup x£ip,ÉVT|v, ifj ovvopa ... èoTi nkaiÉa. À-éyETai bè Vor) el vat 
f] vrjooç ifj vov KuQT]vaut)v JtoXt.

Below follows an alphabetically ordered list of the 159 Hellenic com
munities which in Herodotos’ work are called polis in the urban sense. 
After the name of the settlement I have recorded (in italics) all occur
rences in Herodotos of polis in the sense of town being used for the 
settlement in question. Next, I have cited one or more sources which 
show that the community was a polis in the political sense too. The evi
dence adduced is selective and in many cases I find it sufficient to cite 
one (good) archaic or classical source in which the locality in question is 
called a polis in the political sense.171 Often it is Herodotos himself who 
in another passage has a reference to the town as a polis in the political 
sense. In many other cases the reference given is to Thucydides or 
Xenophon or Demosthenes or an archaic or classical inscription, etc. In 
quite a few instances, however, there is no attestation of the settlement 
being called polis in the political sense in any archaic or classical 
source, and here other sources must be adduced, e.g. an entry in the 
Athenian tribute lists, or evidence of proxenoi or theorodokoi, or coins 
struck by the city etc. Admittedly to be recorded in the tribute lists does 
not amount to proof that the settlement in question was a polis, but a 
combination of Herodotos' mention of the settlement as a polis in the ur
ban sense with an entry in the Athenian tribute lists is in my opinion a 
very strong indication that the settlement must have been a polis in the 
political sense as well as in the urban sense. The same line of argument 
applies to towns which had a mint, etc.

To conclude, the investigation shows that of the 159 communites 
called polis in the urban sense 133 are attested either in Herodotos’ own 
work or in some other source as poleis in the political sense as well. In 
23 instances172 we have no other contemporary information about the 
political status of the urban centre in question. It may have been a polis 
in the political sense, but we do not know. Next, at 2.178.1 Herodotos 
seems to refer to Naukratis as a polis and at 2.179.1 as an emporiorv, but 
the prevailing view is that Herodotos is using polis in a loose sense and 
that Naukratis was a emporion, not a polis.173 Yet, as duly noted by Aus
tin in his description of Naukratis, “Herodotos is making a fundamental 
distinction between the residents of the polis and those who only came 
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for trade but did not settle permanently in Naukratis ... It seems rather 
that we are dealing with, so to speak, a double Naukratis, the first com
posed of citizens resident on the spot, the second of foreigners not in
cluded in the civic organization.”174 Thus, the probability is that Naukra
tis became a polis in the political sense already during the reign of Am- 
asis and not in the fourth century only.175 Finally, in two cases a commu
nity which Herodotos calls polis in the urban sense is referred to in an
other chapter as being a Rome. The two communities are Anthela and 
Alpenos. Anthela was a small settlement in Oitaia near Thermopylai. At
7.176.2 it is called a polis but when referred to again at 7.200.2 it is 
called a kome. Alpenoi was a settlement in East Lokris. It is called a po
lis at 7.216.1 but a kome at 7.176.5. These are the only demonstrable in
consistencies in Herodotos’ use of the term polis. Thus, Herodotos used 
the term polis much more consistently than is commonly believed,176 
and with Anthela and Alpenos as the only exceptions Herodotos corrob
orates what was found by our study of the term polis in Thucycides and 
in Xenophon’s Hellenika'. in archaic and classical sources the term polis 
used in the sense of town to denote a named and identifiable urban cen
tre is not applied to any urban centre, but only to a town which was also 
the political centre of a polis in the sense of “state”. The term polis is 
used in two different meanings, “city” and “state” but the reference 
seems, with two exceptions, to be what the Greeks called polis in the 
sense of a koinonia politon politeias and what we today call a city-state. 
The consistency with which Herodotos uses the term polis should not be 
ascribed to a particular interest in political terminology. As in the case of 
Thucydides and Xenophon the presumption is rather that his way of ap
plying the term polis followed common Greek usage in the archaic and 
classical periods.

List of poleis
Abai 8.33.1, in 346 exempted from the dioikismos of the

Phokian poleis (Paus. 10.3.2).
Abdera 1.168.T, 7.109.1, a Tean colony; called polis in the per- 

sonal/political sense by Anakreon fr. 100, Diehl. (Isaac 
73-108).

Abydos 5.117.1, a Milesian colony; called polis in the political 
sense by Xen. in Hell, at 4.8.36. (Cook 56-7).
5.94.2, ’Af/iXX-Etov] restored in the assessment decreeAchilleion
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Aigaiai

Aige

Aigina

Aigiroessa

Aineia

Ainos

Ai olid ai

Akraiphia

Akrothoon

of 425/4 (/G I3 71 col. 3.137); coins struck ca. 350-300 
(Head 540). (Cook 180).
1.149.1, One of eleven Aiolian poleis; the A’iyaiEÏç are 
referred to by Xen. at Hell. 4.8.5 as forming an inde
pendent political community .
7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene; AlydvTtoi in 
the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3 269 col. 3.4). (Zahrnt 
142).
5.83.2; 6.88.1, called polis in the political sense at
2.178.3 and 8.46.1, cf. 8.42.1 &49.1
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis, unknown from 
other sources. The identification with the Aiolian city 
Elaia mentioned by Strabo at 13.1.67 seems unfounded.
7.123.2, one of seven poleis in Krousis in the Thermaic 
Gulf; referred to as a polis principally in the urban 
sense, but probably in the political sense too; Alveäxai 
in the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3 266 col. 2.34). 
(Zahrnt 231-3); coins struck from before 500 to ca. 350 
(Head 214); theorodokos appointed in 359 (ZG IV2 94 
lb. 10). (Zahrnt 142-4).
4.90.2; 7.58.3. Implicitly referred to as a polis by Anti
phon at 5.78; Aivlol in the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3 
260 col. 6.15); coins struck ca. 450 onwards (Head 
246-7); theorodokos appointed in 359 (ZG IV2 94 
lb.46). (Isaac 140-6).
8.35.1. For the otherwise unknown AloXiôéwv Valcke- 
naer conjectured AtXatéœv, and Lilaia was one of the 
Phokian poleis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.1). Accept
ing the the MSS reading we have no other source. The 
possible location of Aiolidai is discussed most recently 
by J.M. Fossey in The Ancient Topography of Eastern 
Phokis (Amsterdam 1986) 54-5.
8.135.1, called polis in the political sense by the Oxy- 
rhynchus historian at 19.3, Chambers.
7.22.3, one of six poleis on Athos called polis by Thu
cydides at 4.109.3, possibly in the political sense. In 
contradistinction to the other five poleis on Athos listed 
by Herodotos at 7.22.3, Akrothoon is not attested in the 
Athenian tribute lists, (Zahrnt 150-1), but the 
’AxqoOoiol are recorded in the assessment decree of
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Alalia

Alpenos

Amphikaia
Amphissa

An tandro s

Anthele
Antikyra
Aphytis

Apollonia

Apollonia

Argilos

Argos

Artake

422/1 (/G I3 77 col. 5.33).
1.165.1, a Phokaian colony and probably a polis in the 
political sense during the few years of its existence. 
(Morel 861 ).
7.216.1, called kome at 7.176.5. In an honorary decree 
of 271/0 a certain fp^txoç ’Akrubviog is recorded as 
the Lokrian hieromnemon (Syll3 419) and the city
ethnic ’AXjiwvftou] is also attested in CID II 126.1, C3.
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
8.32.2, To judge from Aischines’ account at 3.123-9 
Amphissa was undoubtedly a polis in the political 
sense. In the Delphic accounts of 337/6 a citizen of 
Amphissa is recorded as one of the two Lokrian hie- 
romnemones (CID II 74 I 37-8).
7.42.1, called polis by Alkaios (PLF Z13); one of the 
’Axiatat jiôXelç mentioned by Thue, at 4.52.3 where 
polis is used in the political sense; ’'AvTavlôjQofç] in 
the assessment decree of 422/1 (IG I3 77 col. 4.15). In 
410 the Antandrians voted to give politeia to the Syrac
usans (Xen. 77e//. 1.1.26).
7.176.2, called kome at 7.200.2.
7.198.2, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene; ’Acpirraloi in 
the Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 261 col. 1.1); fragment 
of coinage decree found in Aphytis (M&L 45); theoro- 
dokos appointed in 359 (IG IV2 94 lb.24); coins struck 
in the 4th cent, before the conquest by Philip (Head 
209-10). (Zahrnt 167-9).
4.93.1 (in the Pontic), a Milesian colony; described as 
an oligarchy by Aristotle in Pol. 1306a9-10. (Isaac 
241-7).
9.93.1; 9.94.2 (in Illyria); called polis in the political 
sense by Aristotle in Pol. 1290b 11-2.
7.115.1, an Andrian colony (Thue. 4.103.3); called po
lis in the political sense in the Peace of Nikias (Thue. 
5.18.5). (Isaac 52-4).
6.82.P, 6.82.2, called polis in the political sense at
7.151.1,
4.14.2, cf. 6.33.2, a Milesian colony (Anaximenes of 
Lampsakos [FGrHist 72J fr. 26 = Strab. 14.1.6; Steph.
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Assa

Athenai

Barke

Byzantion
Charadra
Chios

Dardanos

Daulis
Delphoi

Dikaia

Dion

Drymos
Eion

Elateia
Ephesos

Byz. 127.13).
7.122.1, probably to be identified with Assera (Zähmt 
162-7), one of four poleis along the east coast of Sitho- 
nia; later in 7.122.1 polis is used in what is probably the 
political sense of the term; ’Aooepiiai in the Athenian 
tribute lists (/G I3 263 col. 3.17). (Zahrnt 162-3).
6.99.2; 7.133.2; 7.140.2; 8.41.3, called polis in the po
litical senseat 1.30.4; 1.59.6; 5.91.2; 5.97.1; 8.44.1.
4.160.1-, 4.200.1-, 4.200.2; 4.203.1, 2. It is apparent 
from Herodotos’ account (4.160-204) that Barke was a 
polis in the political sense and the term polis is used 
principally in the political sense at 4.202.2.
4.87.2; 6.33.1.
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
1.142.4; 6.27.2, one of twelve Ionian poleis; called po
lis in the political sense at 2.178.2.
5.117.1; 7.43.2, where Dardanos is described as 
“bounding on Abydos”; one of six Hellespontine po
leis; Aapbavêç in the Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 267 
col. 1.24). (Cook 60).
8.35.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.1).
8.36.2, called polis in the political sense in the account 
of the naopoioi of 358 B.C. (CID II 31.1 ).
7.109.1, ’Aixaiot naoå ’'AßÖEQa in the Athenian trib
ute lists (IG I3 263 col. 3.19-20); coins struck ca. 500- 
450 (J.M.F. May in AC (1965) 1-21). (Isaac 109-11).
7.22.3, one of six poleis on Athos called polis by Thu
cydides at 4.109.3, possibly in the political sense; Aiëç 
àji[ô t]ö ’'AOo in the Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 269 
col. 2.35). (Zähmt 182-5).
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
7.113.1, ruled by Boges and thus a polis in the political 
sense as well; coins struck ca. 500-450 (Head 197); 
(Isaac 60-3 takes Eion to be a military base only and not 
a true settlement); called emporion by Thue, at 4.102.4.
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
1.26.2bis; 1.142.3, one of twelve Ionian poleis; called 
polis in the political sense in the arbitration treaty 
between Miletos and Myous of ca. 390 B.C. (Tod 
113.28 & 38).
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Epion

Eretria

Erochos
Erythrai

Galepsos

Gigonos

Gonnos

Gryneia

Hekatonnesoi

Heraion

4.148.4, one of six poleis in Triphylia, see Xen. Hell. 
3.2.23 & 30 where Epeion is included among the peri- 
oikic poleis ruled by Elis. (Heine 88).
6.99.2; 6.100.2; 6.101.2; 6.101.3, referred to as a polis 
in the political sense at 8.46.2, cf. 8.42.1.
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
1.142.4, one of twelve Ionian poleis; called polis in the 
political sense in the arbitration treaty between Miletos 
and Myous of ca. 390 B.C. (Tod 113.15 & 38).
7.122.1, one of five poleis on Sithonia; referred to as a 
polis principally in the urban sense, but probably in the 
political sense too. I follow ATL (Gazetteer 477) in be
lieving that Takriipôç is Herodotos’ or somebody elsc’s 
error for *rdX.T], cf. the Pa/aiToi in the assessment de
cree of422/l (IG I3 77 col. 5.24). (Zahrnt 178-9).
7.123.2, one of seven poleis in Krousis in the Thermaic 
Gulf; referred to as a polis principally in the urban 
sense, but probably in the political sense too; Tiyovoc, 
in the Athenian tribute lists (/G I3 278 col. 6.32). 
(Zahrnt 179-80).
7.128.1; 7.173.4, in Perrhaibia (Helly 1.75); f] JiôXiç f] 
TovvétDV in Hellenistic decrees (Helly II no. 5.1-2, 3rd 
cent, etc.); bronze coins of the early 4th cent. (Helly 
1.75).
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis, see Hekataios 
(JFGrHist 1) fr. 225 = Steph. Byz. 213.12 (see White- 
head 119); rçmvEiêç in the Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 
265 col. 1.17); the ethnic rquvEÏç attested in apsephis- 
ma quoted by Krateros (FGrHist 342) fr. 2; coins struck 
in the 3rd cent. B.C. (Head 555). (Heine 89-90).
1.151.2, included among the poleis in the political 
sense mentioned at 1.151.3; coins struck in the 4th cent. 
(Head 563).
4.90.2, same as Heraionteichos (Dem. 3.4), a Samian 
colony (Harp. s.v.). It was certainly a polis in the politi
cal sense in the mid 3rd cent. B.C. (F.Delphes III 3 207) 
and presumably in the early 5th cent, as well. (Isaac 
203).
8.23.1, called polis in the political sense in the treatyHistiaia
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Hyampolis
Hyele

Hyria

Itanos

Kardia

Karene

Kampsa

Kasmenai

Kasthanaia

Kil la

Klazomenai

Kleonai

with Keos of 363/2 (Syli.3 172.3).
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
1.167.3, a Phokaian colony (Elea, Velia). (Morel 858- 
61).
7.170.2-, 7.170.3, allegedly a Cretan colony east of Tar
ent, cf. Strab. 6.3.6.
4.151.2, For Itanos as a political community, and prob
ably a polis, see tovç ’Ixaviovç in an archaic law from 
Lyttos (SEG 35 991.4); coins struck in the 5th and 4th 
cent. (Head 469-70).
6.33.3; 6.36.2; 6.41.1; 7.58.2; 9.115.1, called polis in 
the political sense by Demosthenes at 23.181-2. (Isaac 
187-8).
7.42.1, in Mysia; the ethnic Kapryvotioi attested in a 
psephisma quoted by Krateros (FGrHist 342) fr. 2.
7.123.2, one of seven poleis in Krousis in the Thermaic 
Gulf; referred to as a polis principally in the urban 
sense, but probably in the political sense too; probably 
to be identified with *Sxatpa, cf. Sxacpoaiot in the 
Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 279 col. 2.49); coins struck 
before ca. 480 (Head 212).(Zähmt 231-3).
7.155.2, Syracusan colony (Thue. 6.5.2), see A. di Vita, 
“Town Planning in the Greek Colonies of Sicily from 
the Time of their Foundations to the Punic Wars,” in 
J.P. Descæudres (ed.), Greek Colonies and Native Pop
ulations (Oxford 1990) 350.
7.183.3; 7.188.1, called kome by Strabo at 9.5.22; it 
was probably synoikized with Demetrias in 294 and 
may on that occasion have changed its status from polis 
to kome. (Stählin 51 -2, 68)
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis, mentioned again 
by Strabo at 13.1.62. Apart from Herodotos’ classifica
tion of Killa as a polis nothing is known about its status.
1.142.3 5.123.1, one of twelve Ionian poleis; called po
lis in the political sense at 2.178.2 and in the arbitration 
treaty between Miletos and Myous of ca. 390 B.C. (Tod 
113.21 & 38).
7.22.3, one of six poleis on Athos, called polis by Thu
cydides at 4.109.3, possibly in the political sense;
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Kolophon

Kombreia

Kroton

Kyme

Kyrene

Lampsakos

Larisa

Lebedos

Lepreon

Lipaxos

Madytos

KXeovai in the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3 278 col. 
6.23). (Zahrnt 194).
1.142.3, one of twelve Ionian poleis\ called polis in the 
political sense in a decree of ca. 334 B.C. (AJP 56 
[1935] 3.11, 16 p. 378).
7.123.2, one of seven poleis in Krousis in the Thermaic 
Gulf; referred to as a polis principally in the urban 
sense, but probably in the political sense too; otherwise 
unknown apart from the ethnic KopßQEcrrai which is 
attested in SEG 38 681 (1st cent. A.D). (Zahrnt 198-9).
3.137.3, listed as a polis in the political sense at 8.47.1, 
cf. 8.42.1 &49.1.
1.149.1; 5.123.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis; the city
ethnic Kvpotïoç is attested at 5.37.1 where Kyme is 
listed as a polis in the political sense, ruled by a tyrant; 
Kupatot in the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3 261 col. 
5.2); coins struck from ca. 600 onwards (Head 552-3). 
4.156.3; 4.164.3; 4.203.1; 4.203.2bis, called polis in the 
political sense in the foundation decree of the 4th/7th 
cent. (M&L 5.3-4).
5.117.1, a Phokaian colony; Aapcpoaxevot in the Athe
nian tribute lists (ZG I3 269 col. 2.10); coins struck ca. 
500 onwards (Head 529-30).
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis; called polis in the 
urban sense by Xenophon in Hell, at 3.1.13; and in Gy
ro/?. at 7.1.45; A[op)i(ja] restored in the assessment de
cree of 425/4 (ZG I3 71 col. 3.130); cf. Cook 196-8.
1.142.3, one of twelve Ionian poleis; called polis in the 
political sense in the arbitration treaty between Miletos 
and Myous of ca. 390 B.C. (Tod 113.25 & 38).
4.148.4, one of six poleis in Triphylia; called polis in 
the political sense by Thucydides at 5.31.4-5; 
AeJtQeàTOti recorded on the Serpent Column (M&L 
27.11).
7.123.2, one of seven poleis in Krousis in the Thermaic 
Gulf; referred to as a polis principally in the urban 
sense, but probably in the political sense too; cf. Steph. 
Byz. 418.7 but virtually unattested in other sources. 
(Zahrnt 199).
9.120.4, McxbuTtoi in the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3
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Makistos

Maroneia

Mekyberna

Meliboia

Mende

Mesambria 
(Pontic)

Mesambria 
(Thrace) 
Miletos

Myrina

Myous

Naukratis

Naxos
(the island)

271 col. 2.34); coins struck ca. 350 and later (Head 
260); (Isaac 194).
4.148.4, one of six poleis in Triphylia; see Xen. Hell. 
3.2.25, 30, cf. 23 where Makistos is included among 
the perioikic poleis ruled by Elis.
7.109.1, MaoovÎTai in the Athenian tribute lists (/G I3 
260 col. 6.19); coins struck from ca. 500 onwards 
(Head 248-52; A.B. West in NNM 40 [1929]).
7.122.1, one of five poleis on Sithonia; referred to as a 
polis principally in the urban sense, but probably in the 
political sense too; called polis in the political sense in 
the Peace of Nikias (Thue. 5.18.6). (Zähmt 203-4).
7.188.3, proxeny decree of the 3rd cent, passed by Tasos 
for a citizen of Meliboia (Michel 463); coins struck ca. 
400-344 (Head 301). (Stählin 50).
7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene; called polis in 
the political sense by Thucydides at 4.121.2. (Zähmt 
200-203).
4.93.1, a colony founded in ca. 510 by Megara, Byzan
tion and Chalkedon, called polis in the political sense at
6.33.2,
7.108.2, unknown from other sources apart from a 
bronze coin of the 1st cent. (Head 248).
1.142.3; 6.7.1; 6.18.1; 6.20.1, one of twelve Ionian po
leis', called polis in the political sense in the arbitration 
treaty between Miletos and Myous of ca. 390 B.C. (Tod 
113.8-9 & 32).
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis', MuQivaioi in the 
Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 265 col. 1.11); coins struck 
in the 4th cent. B.C. (Head 555).(Heine 92).
1.142.3, one of twelve Ionian poleis', called polis in the 
political sense in the arbitration treaty between Miletos 
and Myous of ca. 390 B.C. (Tod 113.8-9 & 32).
2.178.1, f] Jtôkig f] NomxpaTLT[d)v] in an honorary de
cree of the 4th cent. Flinders Petrie, Naukratis I (1886) 
p. 63 no. 3; Athenian proxeny decree of 349/8 for 
©eoyévpç ô NomxoaTiiï]ç (IG II2 206).(Austin 29-33). 
5.30.3; 5.30.4; 6.96.1, called polis in the political sense 
by Thucydides at 1.98.4.
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Neapolis

Neon

Neonteichos

Nonakris

Notion

Noudion

Oasis polis

Oaxos

Olbia

Olophyxos

Olynthos

Ophryneion

Paion

7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene; NeoijtoX.[iç] in 
the Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 267 col. 2.29 versus col. 
3.5).(Zahrnt 207).
8.32.1', 8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 
10.3.2); coins struck in the archaic period (Head 343).
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis, cf. Steph. Byz. 
472.14 but unattested in other sources.
6.74.1', 6.74.2bis, called polisma by Pausanias at 
8.17.6, otherwise unattested; cf. J. Hejnic, Pausanias 
the Perieget and the Archaic History of Arcadia 
(Prague 1961) 38.
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis, unattested in 
other sources.
4.148.1, one of six poleis in Triphylia; unattested in 
other sources.
3.26.1, a Samian colony in Libya; cf. F. Chamoux, 
Cyrène sous la monarchie de Battiades (Paris 1953) 64; 
N. Jones, Public Organization in Ancient Greece (Phil
adelphia 1987) 195.
4.154.1, called polis in the political sense in a 6th cen
tury law (I.Cret II.v no.l = Koerner 101).
4.79.2 (oi èv BoqlxjOeveltewv ifj jioXt); the term cxotv 
occurs at 4.78.3 and èpjlÔQtov at 4.17.1 ; called polis in 
the political sense at Sy//3 218.14-5: to vopiapa to Tfj[ç 
hoXJewç; a Milesian colony (Hdt. 4.78.3, CAH3.3,126).
7.22.3, one of six poleis on Athos; called polis by Thu
cydides at 4.109.3, possibly in the political sense; 
’OXocpn/oiot in the Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 268 
col. 2.23); coins struck ca. 350 B.C. (Head 206). 
(Zahrnt 208).
8.127.1, called polis in the political sense in the Peace 
of Nikias (Thue. 5.18.5). (Zahrnt 209-10).
7.43.2, ’O[cpQVVEiov] restored in the assessment decree 
of 425/4 (IG I3 71 col. 3.131 ); coins struck ca. 350-300 
(Head 547-8). Cf. Cook 72-7.
6.127.3, a theorodokos from Paion is recorded in the 
Delphic list of ca. 200 B.C. (BCH 45 [1921] 2.72); cf. 
Hejnic (supra s.v. Nonakris) 41.
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Paisos

Panopeis
Parapotamioi
Pari on

Paros

Pedasa

Pedieis

Perinthos

Perkote

Phokaia

Phrixai

Piloros

Pitane

5.117.1, one of six Hellespontine poleis; a Milesian col
ony according to Anaximenes of Lampsakos (FGrHist 
72 fr. 26); natoevot in the Athenian tribute lists. (IG I3 
272 col. 132).
8.35.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.1).
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
5.117.1, the city-ethnic riotQir|vôç is attested at 4.138.1 
where Parion is listed as a polis (4.137.2) in the politi
cal sense, ruled by a tyrant; naptavot in the Athenian 
tribute lists (ZG I3 259 col. 6.15).
6.133.3; 6.134.2; called polis in the political sense in 
Parian decrees of the fourth century B.C. (ZG XII 5 
110.6; 111.6; 114.15).
8.104.1, at 6.20.1 the Pedaseis are referred to as a peo
ple forming a political community; IlEÖacreg in the 
Athenian tribute lists.
8.33.1, Phokian polis; mentioned by the Oxyrhynchus 
historian at 21.5, Chambers, otherwise unknown.
6.33.1, a Samian colony. neQtvûtot in the Athenian tri
bute lists (ZG I3 261 col. 5.3).
5.117.1, one of six Hellespontine poleis; a Milesian col
ony according to Anaximenes of Lampsakos (FGrHist 
72 fr. 25); according to Schol. Hom. ZZ. 11.229 [III 167, 
Erbse] situated in the territory of Lampsakos and pre
sumably a dependent polis; nepzooiot in the Athenian 
tribute lists (ZG I3 272 col. 1.33).
1.80.1; 1.142.4; 1.162.2-163.1; 1.163.3; 1.165.2;
1.165.3, one of twelve Ionian poleis; called polis in the 
political sense at 2.178.2 and in the treaty with Myti- 
lene of the early 4th cent. (Tod 112.1, 6).
4.148.4, one of six poleis in Triphylia; see Xen. Hell. 
3.2.30, cf. 23-5 where Phrixa is included among the 
perioikic poleis ruled by Elis.
7.122.1, one of four poleis along the east coast of Sitho- 
nia; later in 7.122.1 polis is used in what is probably the 
political sense of the term; niXopog in the Athenian 
tribute lists (ZG I3 278 col. 6.22). (Zähmt 212-3).
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis; niTOtvcdoi in the 
Athenian tribute lists (IG I3 262 col. 3.24); coins struck 
in the 5th and 4th cent. (Head 537).
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Plataiai

Pistyros

Posideion

Poteidaia

Priene

Prokonnesos

Pyrgos

Rhoiteion

Salamis 
(Cyprus) 
Sale

Samos

Sane

Sane

Sarte

8.50.2; 9.51.2; 9.52. Ibis; called polis in the political 
sense by Thucydides e.g. at 2.2.2; 3.57.2.
7.109.1, polis in Thrace; called emporion by Steph. 
Byz. at 524.11 but unattested in other sources, cf. Thue. 
1.100.2 (Bresson 202).
3.91.1, a colony in northern Syria founded by Amphilo- 
chos; called polichne by Strab. at 16.2.8 & 12 and polis 
by Steph. Byz. at 533.12.
7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene, called polis in 
the political sense by Thucydides at 1.66.1.
1.142.3, one of twelve Ionian poleis, called polis in the 
political sense in an honorary decree of 334 B.C. (Syll.3 
278.5-7).
4.14.2, cf. 6.33.2, called polis in the political sense at
4.15.1,
4.148.4, one of six poleis in Triphylia; listed again 
among the Triphylian poleis by Polybios at 4.77.9, 
4.80.13, cf. E. Meyer, Neue Peloponnesische Wande
rungen (Bem 1957) 69-70.
7.43.2, one of the ’Axiatai JiôÀetç mentioned by 
Thue, at 4.52.2 where polis is used in the political 
sense; Tolteiov in the Athenian assessment decree of 
422/1 (IG I3 77 col. 4.16); coins struck ca. 350-300 
(Head 548). Cf. Cook 87-9.
5.115.1, called polis in the political sense at 5.104.3.

7.59.2, a Samothracian colony; unattested in other 
Greek sources.
1.142.4; 3.54.1; 3.55.1; 3.60.2; 3.139.1; 3.146.1;
6.25.2, one of twelve Ionian poleis;
7.22.3; 7.23.1, one of six poleis on Athos called polis 
by Thucydides at 4.109.3, probably in the political 
sense; called polis in the political sense in the Peace of 
Nikias (Thue. 5.18.6). (Zahrnt 219-21).
7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene, mentioned again 
by Strabo at 7 fr. 27 but unknown from other sources. 
(Zahrnt 221. rejecting the identification with the Sane 
on Athos suggested by Gomme in Comm. Ill 588, 673).
7.122.1, one of four poleis along the east coast of Sitho- 
nia; later in 7.122.1 polis is used in what is probably the
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Selymbria

Sestos

Sermyle

Sindos

Singos

Sinope

Siphnos
Skione

Smila

Smyrna

Soloi

Sparta

Stagiros

political sense of the term; SotQTCtïot in the Athenian 
tribute lists (IG I3 279 col. 2.79).
6.33.1, a Megarian colony; Athenian decree about Se
lymbria in 408-7 (/G I3 118); SeXupßQiavoi in the 
Athenian tribute lists (/G I3 267 col. 1.26); coins struck 
ca. 500-450 (Head 271).
7.33.1', 9.118.2. referred to as a political community at 
7.78.1; SÉOTLOL in the Athenian tribute lists (/G I3 267 
col. 4.33);
7.122.1, one of five poleis on Sithonia; referred to as a 
polis principally in the urban sense, but probably in the 
political sense too; called polis in the political sense in 
the Peace of Nikias (Thue. 5.18.8). (Zähmt 225-6).
7.123.3, in the Thermaic Gulf; unattested in other 
sources.
7.122.1, one of four poleis along the east coast of Sitho
nia; later in 7.122.1 polis is used in what is probably the 
political sense of the term; called polis in the political 
sense in the Peace of Nikias (Thue. 5.18.6). (Zähmt 
226-9).
1.76.1', 4.12.2, called a polis in the political sense of the 
term by Xenophon in Anabasis at 5.5.8 and 10.
3.58.1, called polis in the political sense at 8.46.4.
7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene; called polis in 
the political sense at 8.128.3, and in the Peace of Nikias 
(Thue. 5.18.8). (Zahrnt 234-6).
7.123.2, one of seven poleis in Krousis in the Thermaic 
Gulf; referred to as a polis principally in the urban 
sense, but probably in the political sense too; SpfXXot in 
the Athenian tribute lists (/G I3 278 col. 6.31). (Zahrnt 
236).
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis', doikized in ca. 
545, but classified as a polis in the political sense in 1G 
II2 28.17-20 (of 387/6 B.C., restored).
5.115.2, but at 5.110.1 Soloi is juxtaposed with Salamis 
and referred to as a political community.
6.58.1', called polis in the political sense at 7.101.1 and
7.234.2,
7.115.2, called polis in the political sense in the Peace 
of Nikias (Thue. 5.18.5). (Zahrnt 238-43).
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Stryme

Sybaris 
Syrakousai 
Taucheira

Temnos

Tenedos

Teos

Tethronion
Thebai
Thera

Therambos

Therme

Thespiai

Thyssos

7.108.2, a Thasian colony; described as a chorion by 
Demosthenes at 50.22; classified as a polis by Steph. 
Byz. at 587.17 citing Androtion (FGrHist 324 fr. 31), 
but we cannot be sure that the site-classification stems 
from Androtion, see Whitehead 118-9; see also IG XII 
8 p. 79 re 361 (hierne).
5.45.1, called polis in the political sense at 6.21.1.
7.155.2, called polis in the political sense at 7.154.2.
4.171.1, coins struck ca. 480-31 (Head 874); called po
lis in the political sense by Arrian De Succ. Alex. fr. 
1.17.
1.149.1, one of eleven Aiolian poleis; not recorded in 
the Athenian tribute lists; coins struck in the 4th cent. 
B.C. (Head 556); called a polis in the political sense of 
the term by Xenophon in Hell, at 4.8.5.
1.151.2, included among the poleis in the political 
sense mentioned at 1.151.3; TevÉôlol in the Athenian 
tribute lists (IG I3 261 col. 1.6); coins struck from ca. 
550 to ca. 387 (Head 550).
1.142.3, one of twelve Ionian poleis; called polis in the 
political sense in some public imprecations of ca. 470 
B.C. (Syll.3 37, 38; SEG 31 984).
8.33.1, Phokian polis dioikized in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2).
9.86.1, called polis in the political sense at 1.61.3.
4.150.2, classified under the heading polis in the politi
cal sense of the term by Thucydides at 2.9.4.
7.123.1, one of eight poleis on Pallene; ©Qapßaloi in 
the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3 262 col. 1.4). (Zahrnt 
187-8).
7.124.1, called polis in the urban sense by Hekataios 
(fr. 146); not attested in the Athenian tribute list; called 
a chorion by Aischines at 2.27. The attribution to 
Therme of some late archaic coins rests on no strong 
evidence (Head 203, Kraay 141).(Zahrnt 188-9).
8.50.2, called polis in the political sense in an honorary 
decree of ca. 414 B.C. (IG I3 72.6).
7.22.3, one of six poleis on Athos called polis by Thu
cydides at 4.109.3, possibly in the political sense, 
©booioi in the Athenian tribute lists (ZG I3 263 col. 
3.23). (Zahrnt 189-91).
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Torone 7.122.1, one of five poleis on Sithonia; referred to as a
polis principally in the urban sense, but probably in the 
political sense too; called polis in the political sense in 
the Peace of Nikias (Thue. 5.18.8). (Zähmt 247-51).

Trachis 7.199.1, the urban centre of the Tpa/iviot, one of the 
three “tribes” into which the Malians were subdivided 
(Thue. 3.92.2).

Tritea 8.33.1, listed by Herodotos among the Phokian poleis,
but by Thucydides at 3.101.2 listed among the Lokrian 
towns of which most, and presumably all, were poleis 
in the political sense. See L. Lerat, Les Locriens de 
l’Ouest II (Paris 1952) 39, 116.

Zankle 6.23.3; 6.23.4; 6.23.5; 6.24.2; 7.164.1, a Chalkidian 
colony, called polis in the political sense at 7.154.2.

Zone 7.59.2, Zôve Jtotpà SÉQpeiov in the assessment decree
of 422/1 (7G I3 77 col. 5.27-8); coins struck in the 4th 
cent. (Isaac 130-1).

NB. At 7.123.2 Aioat is probably a corruption for AÏoa, cf. ATL, Gaz
etteer 466.

Abbreviations: ATL (Gazetteer) - B.D. Meritt, H.T. Wade-Gery & M.F. 
McGregor, The Athenian Tribute Lists I (Cambridge Mass. 1939) 461- 
566; Austin = M.M. Austin, Greece and Egypt in the Archaic Age. 
PCPS Suppl. 2 (1970); Bresson = A. Bresson, “Les cités grecques et 
leurs emporia," in A. Bresson & P. Rouillard, L'emporion (Paris 1993) 
163-226. Cook = J.M. Cook, The Troad (Oxford 1973); Head = B.V. 
Head, Historic Numorum (2nd edn. London 1911); Heine = Th. Heine 
Nielsen, “Was Eutaia a Polis," Papers from the Copenhagen Polis Cen
tre 2 (1995) 83-102; Helly = B. Helly, Gonnoi III (Amsterdam 1973); 
Isaac = B. Isaac The Greek settlements in Thrace until the Macdonian 
Conquest (1986) 203; Morel = J.-P. Morel, “L’expansion Phocéenne en 
occident. Dix années de recherches (1966-75) BCH 99 (1975) 853-96 
(see also PP 107 [1966] 378-420); Stählin = Fr. Stählin, Das hellenisti
sche Thessalien (Stuttgart 1924); Whitehead = D. Whitehead, “Site- 
Classification and Reliability in Stephanus of Byzantium,” Papers from 
the Copenhagen Polis Centre 1 (1994) 99-124; Zahrnt - M. Zahrnt, 
Olynth und die Chalkidier (München 1971).
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Appendix IV
Database Layout Filled in for Tanagra177

NAME (toponym and/or ethnic): Tanagra (Tanagraios).
SITE (map reference): Map 54. Lat. 38.20, long. 23.35.
SIZE OF TERRITORY: 5.
CATEGORY: A.

1. NAME & ETHNIC: Tctvotypoi (Meiggs-Lewis, GHI 35, 36 = Laz-
zarini 998); TavotyQaïog (LSAG 95 no. 12; SEG 9 2.32, C4s); 
Tavay^fjog (/G VII 3055.25 C4m; 2723.2-3, C3e); 
TavayQEioç (ZG VII 522.10, C3s).

2. LOCATION

3A. CALLED A POLIS:

C6 and earlier C5 C4

Arch/Class. Thue. 4.91.1 &
93.4.

Isoc. 14.9 
(implicitly).

retrospective contemporary

later sources Strab. 9.2.25. IG VII 504-9 (C3s).

3B. CALLED A POLIS
in topographical sense

qua citadel (akropolis)
qua town (astyp Heraclides (GGM Ip. 101)8.
qua totality of territory (asty+chorap. Xen. Hell. 5.4.49. 

in personal/political sense: Thue. 4.91.1 & 93.4; Isoc. 14.9.

4. POLIS COGNATES
polites (sg./pl.)
politeia
politeuein/politeuesthai
politikos
polisma/polichne/polichnion
other
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5. ASTY + COGNATES
asty 
astos 
other

6. PATRIS + COGNATES

7. ETHNIKON-.
INDIVIDUAL COLLECTIVE

INTERNAL IG VII 540.5 = SEG 
19 335 (Clf).

Head (1911) 347-8, 
(C4f).

EXTERNAL CIDU 76 col 2. 19-20 
(335).

LSAG 95 no. 12.
(C6s); SEG 15 245
(C6s).

8. ALTERNATIVE TOPONYMS
emporion 
hieron/temenos 
korne-, eu Tfjç TavayQixïjç xaià xdtpag olxoit|iévî]Ç (Plut. 

Mor. 299C).
limen/epineion
p h rourion/teichos

9. TERRITORY name of territory: (+-chora, ge): Tavor/QCi (Thue.
3.91.3-4); f] Tavay^odot (Thue. 4.76.4); f] Tavaypaixf] (Strab. 
9.2.11). During the first federation one of the eleven Boiotian 
districts (Hell. Oxy. 19.3); it comprised Delion (Thue. 4.76.4), 
Aulis (Nikokrates FGrHist 376 fr. 1; Strab. 9.2.8), Salganeus 
(Nikokrates FGrHist 376 fr. 1), the Tetrakomia, i.e. Eleon. 
Harma, Mykalessos and Pharai (Strab. 9.2.14, Fossey [1988] 
43-99 and 222-3). Tanagra was bounded on the east by Oro- 
pos (Heraclides 7-8, GGM I, 101) on the west by Skolos (be
longing to Thebes)(Hdt. 9.15.2; 5.79.2; Xen. Hell. 5.4.49) and 
on the north by Anthedon (Nikokrates FGrHist 376 fr. 1) and 
Glisas (Hdt. 9.43.1)(belonging to Thebes, Strab. 9.2.31).

10. POPULATION: casualty list of Tanagraians killed at Delion in 424
(/G VII 585. SEG 35 411).
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11. REGION: Boiotia (Thue. 1.108.1; Hell. Oxy. 19.2-4).

12. TRIBAL AFFILIATION

13. FEDERAL MEMBERSHIP: first Boiotian Confederacy 446-386
(Hell. Oxy. 19.3); Second Boiotian Confederacy 374-338 
(Isoc. 14.9); third Boiotian confederacy 338-172 (SEG 32 
476.14, Tanagraian boiotarch shortly after 338).

14. LEAGUE MEMBERSHIP

15. ALLIANCE MEMBERSHIP: alliance between Thebes, Thespiai,
Koroneia and Tanagra in 506 and earlier (Hdt. 5.79.2).

16. PARTY TO A TREATY
equal
subordinate
superior 
unknown

17. SYNOIKISM, METOIKISM, DIOIKISM, ANDRAPODISMOS,
REFOUNDATION, SYMPOLITE1A etc.
synoikism 
metoikism 
dioikism 
andrapodismos 
physical destruction 
refoundation 
sympoliteia

18. EXILES, REFUGEES

19. MILITARY MATTERS
armed forces: at Delion in 424 (Thue. 4.91.1 & 93.4). 
commanders

20. ENVOYS
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21. PROXENIA
given: (IG VII 504-09, ca. 245-10; cf. J.M. Fossey, in Ho

ros 2 LI984] 119-35).
received: Eretria (IG XII.9 203, C4s).

22. NATURALIZATION
citizenship given 
citizenship received

23. THEORODOKOI & THEOROP. Theorodokoi to host theoroi from
Delphi: èv [TJavayeai (BCHA5 [1921] 2.21, 2.150, 5.7, C2).

24. CIVIC SUBDIVISIONS: phratriai attested in a Cl list of victors
(SEG 19 335.67) see Knoepfler (1992) 430.

25. CONSTITUTION TYPE: Oligarchy: Hell. Oxy. 19.2. Probably a
Constitution of Tanagra among the 158 Aristotelian Politeiai 
(Plut. Mor. 299C, cf. Hansen [1995a] 53).

26. PUBLIC ENACTMENTS: the oldest attested public enactments
are some proxeny decrees of C3s (IG VII 504-09 = EBi 34-5).

27. OTHER MANIFESTATIONS OF LEGAL SYSTEM (ôixat åno
ompß., arbitration, [death] sentences, lawgiver etc.)

28. OFFICIALS
eponymous: archon attested only from C3s onwards (IG VII 

505), cf. Sherk [1990] 286-7.
boule: (Hell. Oxy. 19.2).
other: Tanagraian boiotarch shortly after 338 (SEG 32

476.14); otcpeÔQiaTevôvTwv ... Niovog ’Aqloto- 
vvpio TavayQpw (IG VII 2724b.4-5, ca. 280-70 
B.C.).

29. ASSEMBLY

30. PUBLIC ARCHITECTURE
bouleuterion
prytaneion
ekklesiasterion
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agora
law courts
stoas
temples/ cuit sites: temple of Hermes Promachos near the 

theatre (Paus. 9.22.2)
theatre: there are a few remains of a theatre, which may date 

from C4 (Roller 11989] 182-4).
fountain houses and drains
other

31. AKROPOLIS

32. WALLS: walled city in 457 but walls demolished by the Athenians
(Thue. 1.108.1). Existing circuit of walls of 2,2 km with 43 
towers, mostly of isodomic ashlar construction. Dated ca. 
425-375 and presumably erected after the King’s Peace (Roll
er [1974], [1987]). to teî/oç at Xen. Hell. 5.4.49 refers to the 
Theban stockade, not to the walls of Tanagra (Munn [1987] 
124-6).

33. URBANISATION: Walls enclose an area of 60 hectares (Bintliff
[1991] 201). Except, perhaps, a temple of Hermes Promachos 
near the theatre (Paus. 9.22.2) all architectural remains seem 
to be later than the reconstruction of the walls in the early 
fourth century; and the elaborate orthogonal town plan, with 
insulae of 52 x 102 metres was clearly devised to fit the exist
ing walls. Nothing of archaic and fifth-century Tanagra is vis
ible today (Roller 1987). For Hellenistic Tanagra cf. the de
scription in Heraclides, GGM Ip. 101.8.

34. MINT: Coins on the Aiginetan standard from ca. 500 to 446, from
before 410 to 374 (or later) (Hansen [1995] 20-1) and again 
from ca. 338 to 315. Obv.: mostly Boiotian shield but some of 
the earliest have the forepart of a bridled horse (Schachter 
[1958] 43-6); Rev.: mostly an incuse but between 410 and 374 
some have a horse’s head or the stem of a galley, legend: T, 
TA, TAN, TANA. Between 480 and 456 some are inscribed 
BO or BOI (Head 347-8; Kraay 109-14; Schachter [1989] 
85).
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35. CONTROL OF LAND OWNERSHIP
enktesis grants
other mechanisms

36. TAXATION
levied
paid

37. FREE NON-CITIZENS

38. CULTS
patron deities (polias, polieus, poliouchos): Hermes with the 

epithets Kriophoros and Promachos (Schachter 2 [1986] 
47).

other communal cults
festivals

39. CALENDAR: Roesch ( 1982) 25-28, Hellenistic.

40. COMMUNAL ORACLE CONSULTATION (incl. promanteid)

4L PARTICIPATION/VICTORS IN GAMES
Isthmian
Nemean
Olympian
Pythian
Other

42. COMMUNAL DEDICATIONS
internal
external (incl. thesauroi at Delphi/Olympia): Lazzarini 958 (= 

LSAG 95 no. 12), Olympia (C61); Lazzarini 968, Olympia 
(ca. 500); Lazzarini 987 (LSAG p. 375), Delphi (458/7); 
Lazzarini 998 (= Meiggs-Lewis, GHI 36), Olympia 
(458/7).

43. COLONIZER: of Herakleia Pontike ca. 560 (Paus. 5.26.7), Bur-
stein 15-8.
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44. COLONIZED
foundation year 
metropolis 
oikist(s)

45. FOUNDATION MYTH

46. HELLENIC/BARBARIAN POLIS
Hellenic 
barbarian 
mixed

47. BIBLIOGRAPHY: J. Bintliff, “Die Polis-Landschaften Griechen
lands: Probleme und Aussichten der Bevölkerungsgeschich
te,” in E. Olshausen & H. Sonnabend (eds.), Geographica 
Historica 5 (1991) 149-202; S.M. Burstein, Outposts of Hel
lenism. The Emergence of Heraclea on the Black Sea (Berke
ley & Los Angeles 1976); J.M. Fossey, Topography and Pop
ulation of Ancient Boiotia (Chicago 1988) 43-99; M.H. Han
sen, “Boiotian Poleis. A Test Case,” in M.H. Hansen (ed.), 
Sources for The Ancient Greek City-State. Acts of the Copen
hagen Polis Centre 2. Det Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes 
Selskab, Historisk-filosofiske meddelelser 72 (Copenhagen 
1995) 13-63; M.H. Hansen, “Korne. A Study in How the 
Greeks Designated and Classified Settlements which were not 
Poleis,” in M.H. Hansen and K. Raaflaub (eds.), Studies in the 
Ancient Greek Polis. Papers from the Copenhagen Polis Cen
tre 2. Historia Einzelschriften 95 (Stuttgart 1995) 45-82. [= 
1995a]; D. Knoepfler, “Sept années de recherches sur 
l’épigraphie de la Béotie (1985-1991),” Chiron 22 (1992) 
411-503; M.L. Lazzarini, Le formule delle dediche votive nel- 
la Grecia arcaica. Atti della Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei 
373 (Rome 1976); M. Munn, “Agesilaos’ Boiotian Cam
paigns,” Cl.Ant. 6 (1987) 106-38; P. Roesch, Études 
Béotiennes (Paris 1982); D.W. Roller, Tanagran Studies I. 
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82 Dem. 18.215-6: ovtcjç o’ixelwç üpàç èbé/ovio (sc. ol Oqßatoi) wot’ Ë'ipD töv ô- 
nXiTtov xai iâ)v ijijiéœv ovtwv elç ràç oixiaç xai to atmi bé/enOat Tqv aTyanàv èiti 
Jiaîôaç xai yvvaîxaç xai Ta TipiwiaTa ... ovte yào e’iç Tqv jtôàlv eioeXOôvToç toù 
OTQaTOJiéôov oùôeiç ovôèv oùb’ àbixœç vpïv évexâXeoev.
83 Hdt. 7.58.2: ô bè xax’ qjteipov oryaTog (Xerxes’ army) ... èjtoléeto Tqv ôbov btà 
Tqç XeQoovqoou ... ôià péoqç bè ÂOQEUÔpEvoç jtôXloç Tq ovvopâ Tuy/àvEi Èov 
’AyoQq.
84 Thuc. 5.18.5 (Peace of Nikias): ooaç bè jtôLeiç jrayébooav AaxEbatpôvioi 
’AOqvaiotç, è^égtw àmÉvai ottol âv ßoüXwvTat ai’Toùç xai Ta éainæv Ë/ovraç.
85 See Appendix I on pages 34-6.
86 Sacrificial calendar of Erchia: SEG 21 541. Cult of Athena Polias (col. 1 lines 62-66) 
and of Zeus Polieus (col. 3 lines 59-64) on the akropolis of Erchia (distinguished from the 
akropolis in the city of Athens: col. 3 lines 15-7). See infra notes 136-7.
87 See Appendix II on pages 36-9.
88 Thuc. 2.93.2 (town); Xen. Hell. 4.4.6 (state), quoted in note 158 infra. See Hansen 
(supra n. 7) 20 with notes 139-40 and infra p. 38 at n. 160.
89 Xen. Hell. 4.5.3: ’Ayqoikaog ... ccrE/dioqoE pet’ ayicrrov jiqôç to aoTi), dç 
JTQOblbopÉVqÇ Tqç JTÔkEtOÇ, (ÏXTTE Ol KOQlvOlOl bEtaaVTEÇ pq JTQOblÔOÎTO VJtÔ TIVOJV q 
JTÔÀ.LÇ, pETEJTÉptpaVTO TOV TtplXQOtTqV.
90 See Appendix III on pages 38-54.
91 See Hansen (supra n. 4) 39-45.
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92 See Th. Heine Nielsen, “Was Eutaia a Polis? A Note on Xenophon’s Use of the Term 
Polis in the Hellenika," in Hansen & Raaflaub (eds.) (supra n. 15) 83-102.
93 See infra pages 29-30.
94 Thue. 4.54.1 : f] ÈJÙ Oakdoop jrôXiç as opposed to Kythera which at 4.54.2 is called: 
f] ave) jüôX,iç. Cf. 54.4 where the reference is to: SxdvÔEtav to èni tco À.ipévi jrdkiopa. 
As far as we know the island Kythera had only one polis, viz. Kythera (cf. Skylax 46; 
Strab. 8.5.1; Paus. 3.23.1), and Skandeia is just the port of Kythera, not a political commu
nity in its own right. Cf. A.W. Gomme A Historical Commentary on Thucydides III (Ox
ford 1956)509.
95 See Hansen (supra n. 4) 43-4.
96 In Xenophon the term polis is used about the urban centre to be founded in the min
ing district (Vect. 4.50). How strange Xenophon’s usage is here is duly noted by Ph. 
Gauthier in his Commentaire historique des Poroi de Xenophon (Paris 1976) 188-9.
97 E.g. at 1.1; 7.1.
98 E.g. at 10.23.
99 S.C. Bakhuizen, “Thebes and Boeotia in the Fourth Century B.C.,” Phoenix 48 
(1994)308 n. 3.
100 Repeated with small variations in 36, 38, 39, 42, 43, 45, 46, 57, 58, 60, 61,63, 64, 
65. In the rest of the work replaced by jtoXelç 'EkkpvéÔEÇ aïÔE, cf. 67 etc.
101 E.g. Achilleios and Psamathous (46), Isai (65).
102 E.g. sanctuaries of Poseidon at Cape Tainaros (46) and Cape Geraistos (58).
103 E.g. Alpheios (43) and Eurotas (46).
104 Geraneia (39). Since there is no reliable evidence of any fortification on Mount Ge- 
raneia (Paus 1.43.8; Thue. 1.105.3; 4.70.1) I suggest the punctuation AlydoOeva, npyai 
TEt/oç, TEQaveia, ’'Agig. In the 1831 edn. R.H. Klausen suggests the attractive conjecture: 
TEQClVEia OQOÇ.
105 E.g. Cape Malea (46).
106 In addition to Jtokig xai Xippv (e.g. Leukas and Astakas, 34) and kipf|v (Achilleios 
and Psamathous, 46) we also find xai Åipr|v in contexts which indicate that nôktç has to 
be understood from the heading so that the meaning is <JTÔX.iç> xai ktpf|v, cf. Siphai (38), 
Kyllene (43). Messene (45) etc.
107 See supra page 7 with n. 6.
108 For the relative on cf. xai ’'IoOpog, ou Ieqov nooEiôcôvog. Like Eleusis, the Isth- 
mos was certainly not a polis and Skylax does not say so.
109 Cf. e.g. 34, 47, 62, 66 etc.
110 For e/ei cf. 58: ndpoç ktpévag E/ovaa brio, where it is unclear whether vijaoç or 
JlôKiç is to be understood with the participle E/owa. Alternatively, since islands are 
grammatically feminine, è'/cmcra may go directly with ndpoç.
111 It is worth noting, however, that Hekataios seems to have used the term polis about 
Thorikos, see Steph. Byz 315.7-8 (= FGrHist 1 fr. 126): ©ÔQixog, ôfjpoç Tfjç ’Axapa- 
vriôoç (pukfiç. 'Exaxaîoc; bE xôkiv aï>Tf|v cppotv.
112 Aigosthena: IG V11 207; Pegai: IG V11 190.
113 See Hansen (supra n. 23) 74-5.
114 IG VIII.
115 E. g. W.G. Runciman, “Doomed to Extinction: The Polis as an Evolutionary Dead- 
End,” in Murray and Price (supra n. 14) 348; K.-W. Weiwei, Die griechische Polis (Köln 
1983) 16; K. Raaflaub, “Homer und die Geschichte des 8. Jh.s v. Chr.,” in J. Latacz (ed.), 
Zweihundert Jahre Homer-Forschung (Stuttgart 1991 ) 241.
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116 Argued provisionally in Hansen (supra n. 7) 13-6.
117 KN As 1517,12, cf. A. Thumb & A. Scherer, Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte 11 
(Heidelberg 1959) 335 §337 13a; A. Morpurgo, Mycenaeae Graecitatis Lexicon (Rome 
1963)262.
118 Cf. H. Frisk, Griechisches etymologisches Wörterbuch II (Heidelberg 1970) 576-7; 
M. Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary (Oxford 1899) 635: “pur, f. a ram
part, wall, stronghold, fortress, castle, city, town.” K. Strunk, “Verkannte Spuren eines 
weiteren Tiefstufentyps im Griechischen,” Glotta 41 (1970) 2.
119 It is misleading when in his book Indo-European Language and Society (London 
1973) 298 E. Benveniste claims: “we have thus here an old Indo-European term, which in 
Greek, and only in Greek, has taken on the sense of “town, city”, then “state”.” In Sanskrit 
pur certainly developed the meaning “town", “city” (see supra n. 118) and since many of 
these cities were actually states I would not preclude that the word may take on the sense 
of “state” or “political community” as well.
120 E. Lévy, “Asty et Polis dans V Iliade," Ktema 8 ( 1983) 55 nn.3-4.
121 But Lévy (supra n. 120) 59-60 is prepared to question even these two occurrences 
and holds that polis in the sense of akropolis is unattested in the Iliad. Sakellariou (supra n. 
20) 156 n. 3 would like to add II. 17.144: ôjtjküç xe jtoXiv xai äoTV aawopç whereas Lévy 
(60-1 ) believes that here and in similar instances polis is used synonymously with asty.
122 See e.g. II. 6.88, 297, 317 etc.
123 Hymn. Hom. Cer. 270-2: ctXX’ aye pot vqôv te péyav xai ßwpov vjl’ aÙTœ / 
TEl’XOVTWV JTCtÇ ÔfjpOÇ TJJtal JtÔXlV al JW TE TEÏ/OÇ / Ka^Ll/Oyoi’ XaØVJTEQØEV ÈjÙ 
JtQOVXOVTl xoktnvà).
124 Eur. fr. 228.6, Nauck; Strab. 5.2.4; 8.6.9.
125 Èç JïôXtv (Lys. 302, 912; Thesm. 812); JTpog jtôXiv (Nub. 69; Lys. 266, 288); èx 
jtôXeidç (Eq. 1093); Èv jtôXel (Eq. 267; Lys. 245, 317, 754, 758, 1183).
126 Ant. 6.39; Andoc. 1.132; Is. 5.44; Aeschin. 1.97; see the extremely illuminative note 
in W. Wyse, The Speeches of Isaeus (Cambridge 1904) 476-77 (ad Is. 5.44).
127 Thue. 5.18.10; 5.23.5; 5.47.11.
128 IG I3 46.21-2. The earliest attestation in a decree is in IG F 4 B.3 (485/4), the last se
curely dated attestation is IG II2 17.10 (394/3).
129 A. Henry, “Polis/Acropolis, Paymasters and the Ten Talent Fund,” Chiron 12(1982) 
91-118.
130 Thue. 2.15.6, quoted supra n. 81.
131 Mykenai: IG IV.2 492.2: Jtay’ ’Afh]vaiag Èç Jtôkiog ixÈTaç è'yevto (6th cent. 
B.C.); Eretria: XII 9 196.8-11: avaØEivat ojtov av ßovXt)Tai Tæv lEOfïjv w èv 
’EQETQiai f) Tfjg JTÔX.EOÇ; Rhodos: IG XII 1 677.13-9: [Ø]épsiv ôè Taç OTf|Xaç .... aXXav 
ôè ÈJti Tàç xaTaßaoiog Tâ[ç] È£ ’Ayaiaç jtôXioç.
132 E.g. IG IF 57. Note that polis is used without the article in the sense of akropolis but 
with the article when it signifies the Athenian state. See Wyse’s note to Is 5.44 (supra n. 126).
133 Thue. 3.90.3. See L. Bernabö Brea & M. Cavalier, Mylai (Novara 1959).
134 Thue. 4.26.2, cf. 4.3.2-3.
135 Thuc.7.28.1.
136 SEG 21 541 col. I 62-4: ’AOqvâai FIokiâÔL, Èp jtÔXei ’Eqxiùgl; col. Ill 61-3: Ali 
nokiE(î), Èp jtôXêi ’Eqxùxoi (375-50 B.C.).
137 5EG21 541 col. 3.15-7: Ail noXiE(î) Èp jtôXe(i) èv aoTE(i).
138 Thuc. 3.101.2.
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139 Paus. 8.12.7. Remains of old Cyclopean walls have been found on the eminence. 
See R. Hope Simpson and J.E Lazenby, The Catalogue of Ships in Homer’s Iliad (Oxford 
1970) 92-3.
140 See S. Cole, “Civic Cult and Civic Identity,” in Hansen {supra n. 4) 301-5.
141 See e.g. the Kolophonians’ decree about the repair of their walls (ca. 311-06 B.C.), 
L. Migeotte, Les souscriptions publiques dans les cités grecques (Genève 1992) no. 69 
lines 18-20.
142 Note, however, that the archaic sanctuary of Athena Polias and Zeus Polieus at Alal- 
komenai (Steph. Byz. 68.18-9) was located in the plain and not on an akropolis (Strabo 
9.2.36; Paus. 9.33.5). The inference is that the epithets Polias and Polieus must be taken to 
mean “protecting the polis” and that this interpretation of the epithet seems to be consider
ably older than Susan Cole assumes. See Hansen (supra n. 4) 32-3.
143 Plut. Pelop. 18.1.
144 Paus. 1.26.6.
145 Thue. 2.5.4 : oi örißaiot ... eneßovkevov roîç ë^w Tfjç jtôXeoç tcïjv nXaTauùv. 
rpav yào xat avØQæjioi xœrà toùç àyQoùç xat xaiacrxEuf),...
146 Thuc. 2.71.2: œriEÔtbou (Pausanias) nXœratEÛCFi yfjv xat jtôXlv tt]v acpETÉQav 
è'/ovraç aÙTOvôpouç o’ixelv.
147 Thuc. 2.68.9: èXBôvteç te jtqôç tô ’'Açyoç Tf]ç pèv xù’gotç Èxgœtouv, tt]v ôè 
jiôXtv tnç oùx êôùvqvto éXeîv JTQoaßakövrEg, àjTEX<ÔQï|oav èjt’ oïxou xai ôtEXùdrioav 
xœrà Ë0vr|.
148 Apparently unpublished but exhibited in the court of the Museum on Paros. I am 
grateful to Prof. J.E. Skydsgaard for drawing my attention to this precious source and pro
viding me with a photo of the stone, and to Prof. Stephen Tracy for dating the inscription 
to (presumably) the second half of the 4th century B.C., but perhaps a little later.
149 Arist. Pol. 1319a8-10; cf 1330a 14-6 and Plat. Lg. 745C.
150 Hdt. 5.29.2: ôie^eXciooivteç ôè nàaav tt)v x<ùqt]v ... tuç taxtora xaiEßtioav èç tô 
aoiu, àXtï]v jiottjoapEvot œrrÉÔE^av toùtouç pèv ttjv jtôXlv vÉpetv tojv euqov toùç à- 
YQOÙÇ EU È^EQYaopÉVOUÇ.
151 Arist Pol. 1325H36: jieqi Tfjç peXXoùoîiç xœr’ eùxt]v ouvEaràvai jtôXeoç (polis 
used as the generic term); 1326626: rà jteql Tfjç /yboaç (the hinterland of the polis)', 
1327a3-4: Tfjç ôè jtÔXewç tt]v Øéolv e’l XQH JtOlEÎv xœr’ EÙXhV (polis used in the more spe
cific sense of town).
152 For this linguistic phenomenon (sometimes called participatory opposition) cf. J. 
Lyons, Semantics I (Cambridge 1977) 307-8: “semantic marking”.
153 See Hansen (supra n. 7) 15.
154 As is apparent from the passage the Tanagraians were allied with the Lakedaimo- 
nians, and accordingly it is unbelievable that Agesilaos pillaged the western part of the ter
ritory of Tanagra up to the city of Tanagra. Thus the genitive jtôXeoç to be understood af
ter Tfjç Tavaygatwv must denote the territory, not the town, and, similarly, in the phrase 
Tfjç tù)v ©rißauov jtÔXecdç the term jtÔXlç must denote the territory of Thebes, not the city 
of Thebes. Thus, pace LSJ s.v. f]d)Ç, the genitive Tfjç Ttùv 0T]ßaiwv jt6Xe<i)Ç must be parti
tive and not separative. See also tou TeXeutlou ÈOTÇaTEupÉvou jtqôç tt)v tcûv 
’OXuvØiarv jtôXlv at Hell. 5.3.3.
155 Lys. 6.46: àXX’ oùôejtwjtot’ èx Tfjç jtôXêcdç ÈOTQaTEÙaœto, oüte 'utjteùç oüte ô- 
jrkÉTTlÇ, OÜTE TQtf]QaQXOÇ OÜt’ EJTlßaTTig...
156 Lys. 6.15: outoç pèv xarà toùç vôpouç toùç è^ ’ AqeIou Jtàyou ÇEÙ^ETat tt|V toû 
àÔLXT]0ÉVTOÇ Tt6X.IV.
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157 Din. 1.77: tov Tpg 'EXXâboç àXiTppiov (XJioxTEivavTag È^ôqicftov èx Tfjç JTÔXEœg 
jroipoai.
158 Xen. Heil. 4.4.6: alo0avôp.Evoi (the Korinthians) àxpaviÇoptévpv Tpv jiôXlv bià to 
xai ôqodç àvaojrâaOat xai "Agyog àvTi KoqlvØov Tpv jtaTQiôa aÙTOîç ôvo|xâ^EO0ai 
... Isoc. 4.131 : èjteI xai tout’ È'xopEV avTOÎç ÈJtiTip.âv, otl Tfj pÈv amwv jtoXel toùç ô- 
jxÔqovç eIXoteuelv ctvayxct^ouai (the Lakedaimonians). See D. Rousset,“Les frontières 
des cités grecques. Premières réflexions à partir du recueil des documents épigraphiques,” 
Cahiers du Centre G. Glotz 5 (1994) 97-126.
159 Cf. e.g. Hell. Oxy. 19.3, Chambers, where chora is used to denote the whole of 
Boiotia subdivided into eleven mere, and Xen. Hell. 7.1.28 where chora is used about the 
territory of the Parrhasians.
160 See supra page 28 with n. 88.
161 See e.g. Hdt. 6.96.1: oi bè népoat ... ÈvÉ.iopoav xai txx ipà xai Tpv jtôXiv (i.e. 
Naxos).
162 See e.g. Hdt. 5.92ßl; KopivOioioi yào pv jtôXloç xaTaoTaoiç Toipbe. pv ÔX- 
lyag/ui...
163 See e.g. Hdt. 6.74.2: Èv ÔÈ Tamp Tp jtôXl (Nonakris) XÉyETai Etvai vjt’ ’Apxàbwv 
TO STVyÔÇ VÖXDQ.
164 See e.g. Hdt. 4.150.3: XQP p FlvØip xtÎÇelv Èv Atßvp jtoX.lv.
165 In his description of Aigina Herodotos mentions p JiaXatp xaXEopévp jrôXiç (Hdt. 
6.88.1 ). One might think that he had the akropolis in mind, but it is more likely that the ref
erence is to the oldest part of the city near the bay north of Cape Colonna; see T. Figueira, 
Aegina. Society and Politics (Salem 1981) 190-1.
166 Polis in the sense of political community used about the Hellenic cities in general: 
el yÙQ Ôf] TOVTO YE ÔOXÉEl V(XÏV Eivat XQPOTOV (BOTE TVpaVVEl'EoOai Tàç JlÔXlÇ, xtX. 
(Hdt. 5.92a2). Polis in the sense of town used about the Ionian cities in general: OVTOÇ 
xbvpp ... mg cijtlxeto èç Tpv Twvipv, a'ipEE tcic; jroXtag x^iiaoi (Hdt. 1.162.2).
167 In surveys, e.g. of contingents in a battle, where the term polis is used as a heading 
it is a matter of interpretation how many of the names listed are covered by the heading. 
One example is Herodotos’ list at 8.43-48 of the ships which fought on the Greek side in 
the battle of Salamis. The heading is ovvEXÉxØpoav te ôp jtoXXxù jtXevveç vÈeç p Èjt’ 
'AQTEpioiw Èvanpaxeov xai cxjto jroXiœv jtXeuvojv (8.42.1 ). Again, after the list the ac
count of the Greeks’ war council is opened with the phrase: (bg ôè èç Tpv SaXapïva 
ouvpXØov oi OToarpyoi àno twv Elppp,évwv jtoXiœv, è[3ouXevovto ... (8.49.1). A list of 
twenty-two named communities is sandwiched between outo jtoXixdv jiXsijvwv at 8.42.1 
and ano Tmv E’tQppÉvwv jtoXlwv at 8.49.1, and I believe that Herodotos must have taken 
these twenty-two communities to be poleis in the political sense of the term.
168 Thus, I exclude (a) Atramyttion, called polis at 7.42.1, because, in the lifetime of 
Herodotos, it was a barbarian polis and not hellenized until 422 when it was settled by the 
Delians (Thue. 5.1.1; Diod. 12.73.1; Skylax 98); (b) the Edonian polis Myrkinos (5.11.2'. 
5.24.4, cf. Thue. 4.107.3) although the colonists were probable Hellenes (Hdt. 5.23.2); (c) 
the Sicilian town Maktorion (7.153.3) to be Hellenized only after the age of Herodotos. (d) 
Pyrene (2.33.2) which, however, may have been the Massalian colony Emporion.
169 They are Aineia (7.123.2); Amprakia (8.45.1); Arisba (1.151.2); Asine (8.73.2); 
Chalkis (8.46.2); Elis (8.73.2); Epidauros (8.43.1); Eretria (8.46.2); Halikarnassos 
(1.144.3; 2.178.2; 7.99.2); Hermione (8.43.1; 8.73.2); Ialysos (1.144.3); Kallipolis
(7.154.2);  Kalydnos (7.99.2); Kamiros (1.144.3); Keos (the four poleis perhaps united, cf. 
Brun in ZPE 76 [1989] 129) (8.46.2); Knidos (1.144.3, 2.178.2); Korinthos (5.92ßlbis;
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8.43.1); Kos (1.144.3; 7.99.2); Kythnos (8.46.4); Kyzikos (4.15.1, cf. 4.14.1); Leontinoi
(7.154.2) ; Leukas (8.45.1); Lindos (1.144.3); Megara (8.45.1); Melos (8.46.4); Mytilene
(2.178.2) ; Naxos (in Sicily) (7.154.2); Nisyros (7.99.2); Phaselis (2.178.2); Rhodos (prob
ably = Kamiros, Ialysos and Lindos combined) (2.178.2); Seriphos (8.46.4); Sikyon 
(8.43.1); Styra (8.46.4); Troizen (8.43.1, cf. supra n. 167).
170 Agore in the Thracian Chersonese, mentioned at 7.58.2.
171 For the Phokian poleis I cite Pausanias’ account at 10.3.2 of the dioikismos of Pho- 
kis in 346, cf. Diod. 16.60.1-2; Dem. 19.123 (twenty-two Phokian poleis'). For a full dis
cussion of the archaic and classical sources see Jacques Oulhen’s and Dennis Rousset’s 
forthcoming contribution to the CPC inventory of poleis.
172 Indicated in the list by italics.
173 Interpreting Thue. 4.102.3 Bresson emphasizes how a polis was often developed out 
of an emporion. See A. Bresson, “les cités grecques et leurs emporia,” in A. Bresson & P. 
Rouillard (eds.), L’emporion (Paris 1993) 218-21.
174 M.M. Austin, Greece and Egypt in the Archaic Age. PCPS Suppl. 2 (1970) 30.
175 As argued most recently by A. Bresson, “Rhodes, L'Hellénion et le statut de Nau- 
cratis (Vie- IVe siècle a.C.),” DAH 6 (1980) 291-349. Bresson’s discussion on pages 316- 
7 of the use of the ethnie NauxQariTqg will be discussed in my forthcoming article on eth
nics as evidence for po/A-ness, to be published in Papers from the Copenhagen Polis Cen
tre 3.
176 Cf. e.g. Macan’s comment on Hdt. 7.123 (page 156-7): “One might wish to believe 
that this list of trivial villages were a gloss from a local pedant! Why should Hdt. stud the 
few miles of Krossian coast with this heptarchy of hamlets?”.
177 Conventions: references to Greek authors follow the abbreviations of OCD. Refer
ences to inscriptions follow the latest standard editions, conventions are those of SEG. Ci
tations of modern works follow the abbreviations of American Journal of Archaeology 
(1991 issue). Centuries are abbreviated C6, C5, C4 (= 6th, 5th, 4th cent. B.C.). C5e (= ear
ly fifth century B.C.), C5f (= first half of the 5th cent.) C5m (= ca. 450 B.C.) C5s (second 
half of the 5th cent.). C51 (= late fifth century B.C.). Whenever a source is used retrospec
tively the period to which it refers is indicated. A reference in Diodoros to an event in 402 
B.C. is recorded: Diod. 14.17.3, r402 B.C. or: Harp. s.v. Hysiai, rC4. - Apart from some 
later additions and revisions this database layout was composed during the summer and 
autumn of 1993 by Mogens Herman Hansen, Lene Rubinstein and David Whitehead.
178 For valuable comments on this paper I would like to thank my respondent Franz 
Georg Maier and my colleagues in the CPC’. Tobias Fischer-Hansen, Pernille Flensted- 
Jensen, Antony Keen, Thomas Heine Nielsen and Lene Rubinstein. A much shorter ver
sion of the paper was delivered at the symposion on The Development of the Polis in Ar
chaic Greece, arranged by P.J. Rhodes and held in Durham in Sept. 1995. It will appear in 
the acts of the symposion published by Routledge.


